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JAILED FOR DRUNK
HAD HEART TROUBLE EMPEROR

WOMAN SOLDIER

R. 8.

Oil

HERE

Jones, Wealthy Californian Meets
With Hard Luck In New
York.

COMMISSIONERS TO
ARRANGE PEACE ANNUAL

WILL

Between Warring 8outh America
Sail For United
publics
States.

ASSIST NICHOLAS

REPORT

Re-

FIRE

MARSHAL

TERMS OF MEAT
INSPECTION LAW NEW
Canned Products Must Be "inspected
and Passed" Before They May

IUSMT0

USE SHEEP SKINS

Be Sold.

According to the rules and regulaSan Salvador, July 17, (delayed In
tions prescribed by the Secretary of
18 The peace commisAgriculture, no person, firm or corsioners of Salvador are Dr. J. H. Pacas
poration shall transport or offer for
and Senor Gallegas. They will go on
Lintransportation, and no carrier of Inboard the United States Cruiser
terstate commerce or foreign comat Acatajutla tomorrow with
merce shall transport or receive for
the commissioners from Honduras and
transportation from one state or terproceed to San Jose, Guatemala where
other commissioners will be taken on
ritory or the District of Columbia or
to any place under the jurisdiction of
board. The party will put to sea and
BUILDING the United States, or to any foreign
draw up and sign a treaty of peace.
TO
ARMY
POUND
TO
WORK
SEND
LIFE
Armistice Now in Effect.
country, any meat or meat food proThe
ducts that have not been Inspected,
Washington, D. C, July 18
armistice between the warring Central
examined and marked "Inspected and Fifteen People Employed-Facilitie- s
Month
in
a
Started
To
Be
effect
Make
Into
went
Revolutionists
Big American republics
Passed" on and after October 1, 1906.
Of Thrilling EventsCaptur-e- d
to be Extended
at six o'clock this morning. Mr. Munoz
-- .$797.88 Sum Now
However, the Secretary of Agricul
Outbreak
Gains
and
May
ew
Troops-Knby Union
the Guatemalan minister called at the
Soon.
ture may make an exception in thej
'
on Hand.
Come at any Hour.
state department of the selection of
case of retail butchers and retail!
Jesse James.
three commissioners and a secretary
dealers supplying their customers
A new Industry, that of the manuto
represent Guatemala at the peace
assured of through the medium of interstate or
18. The Paris Journal
is
Paris,
July
Fe
practically
Miss
Santa
the
facture
of sheep skin coats has been
will board
Mrs. A. W. Dletz, formerly
conference.
They
the
To enable
Mwmiiodlous new building for the foreign commerce.
today says it is in position to affirm
in Santa Fe, and promises to
started
tomorrow.
Georgia T. Head, a cousin of Attorney
and department of agriculture to deterf m flr deDartment
that in a recent interview at Schoenbo a paying investment for Its origiliuuaius vi
Benjamin M. Read, and at one time
a
between
be
how
mine
near
will
brumn
near
Vienna,
future,
many
Palace,
inspectors
onnnrntna within the
Mr. Gorma wealthy southern girl, 'later a spy
at required and to grant exemptions nator, Frank F. Gormley.
the Emperors of Germany and Austria-Hurgar- ROGERS MUST
fact which developed last night
Is proprietor and manager of a
In the Confederate Army, under Gen
ley
means
to
on
ure whenever perm'ssable, all persons,
they deliberated
regular monthly meeting oi
merchantlle business near the first
erals Lee, Price arid Boone, Is dying
DIVIDE PROFITS the
Nego firms or corporations not having such ward school
adopt in case of an outbreak in Russia.
hnnrrt of fire commissioners.
house on Canon Road. He
of paralysis In a little adobe house
the
of
advised
xue
are
to
Nicholas
Immesend
being
Inspection
ior
Emperor
urged
under way
has been a buyer of hides for some
in the rear of the home of David cson
With Re- tiatlons are now
Gas
State
Of
was
Company
of
It
deliberations.
to
nature
the
Bay
is
diately
general
necretnry a full and
BISHOP PITAVAL
ninoinir of the bonds that win to
stales, 302 Palace Avenue.
time, and a few weeks ago conceived
ceiver Pepper Who Sued
and Austria
decided that
and it is expected that everything complete statement of the amount of the idea of making coats with a sheep
sued
She Is In an unconscious condition
Millions.
PREVENTS PANIC will Intervene Germany
3
For
in Poland with armed
meat
meat
and
food
handled
traiio.
in
to
products
readiness
wn
hfl
in
sldn lining. He at once put his plan
and her physicians say, her death is
forces in case the Russian Emperor
mnntvs'ilme. At the meeting iasi in interstate or foreign commerce by into execution, with the result that
only a question of hours. With it, will Conducting Services In Chicago Ca- finds it impossible to maintain conMass., July 18. A decision
Boston,
the
losev
the
of
particular establishment; the
handed down niirht the annual reports
end a career, which for romance, adhe is now the manufacturer of a
thedral When Lightning Struck
trol, the three Emperors thereafter favorable to plaintiff was
Circuit eral officers of the organization were cation and character of the business, warm,
water-proo- f
States
venture and the wild scenes of a fear
United
coat, substantial
the
of
Calmed the People.
in
maintenance
concert
for
in
today
the names of the proprietors of the
actiug
W. Pep- read and approved, and the commu
ful war, is seldom found outside the
in every respect that competes favorof their respective Polish Court in the case of George
statu
quo
establishments
and
or
was
such
inforother
Gas t
mi annaratus and house
covers of a lurid novel. Details of
with those of eastern make.
According to advices from Chicago possessions. The Journal further as- per, receiver for the Bay State
mations as
be available will also ably
In the manufacture of these coats,
the woman's life are lacking. Before Bishop J. B. Pitaval who has been in serts this understanding amount.) to Company, of Deleware against Henry dered to repair the present meeting have to be may
given in order that the Mr.
she 'became dangerously 111 and semi- that citv for some time, averted a a regular holy allinn'-- f between tn H. Rogers of New York in suit to re- rooms. '
Gormley has employed about fifOnlv elcht conflagrations occurred secretary may decide whether inspec- teen
cover three million dollars alleged to
unconscious, three months ago, she panic and probably great loss of life three emperors.
persons, over half of whom are
tion
or
should
be
in
and
exemption
every
granted. women. When he conceived the idea
i freauently
told her husband and in the Holy Name Catnearai tnere,
be due the Gas Company, in connection during the past year,
Outbreak Js Near.
Notices
for
inthe
benefit
the
of those
Boston Companth fire was confined to
of manufacturing these garments, he
daughter of Incidents In her career during a fierce electrical storm that
St. Petersburg, July 18. The poli- with the sale of the
hnildtae Vm which it originated, ac terested are being sent out from ordered a lot of heavy duck coats
but few of them are now recalled con raaed Sunday. The steeple of the tical barometer
falling. The ies.
are
and
Marshal
also
Washington
the
Fire
of
printthat
profits
being
The court orders
.j
cording to the report
made especially for the purpose. These
nectedly. As nearly as can be ascer-- cathedral was struck by lightning confusion which seems to have taken
ed In numerous pub"catlons.
tained her history is about as follows: while he was officiating at vespers and possession of the upper spheres since shall be apportioned between Rogers Dettlebacb, who is also the secretary
coats, in the rough, are well adapted
of
Miss Georgia T. Read (Mrs. Diets), the bolt glanced off onto the room the efforts to form a coalition minis- and the Bay State Gas Company
of the board of commissioners. But LA HUERTA PROPERTY
for his use, being of the first grade
was born In Indiana, Just across the of the archbishop's house adjoining. try failed, coupled with the alarming Deleware but If no definite equitable 2 fires have occurred so far this year
SELLS FOR $10,000. of ducking, and provided with a coramount
the
then
was
ascertanied,
is
rule
Green Usery has purchased
gutted
river from Louisville, Kentucky. Her
The new steam laundry
the
which can be turned up
Stopping in the midst of the impres reports from the Interior on the attl
to Rogers
the out property occupied by Mrs. R. W. Tan-sil- duroy collar,
mother died when she was only six slve services he calmed the congre tude of Parliament, make almost any- shall be apportioned halt
by flames in January, but
around the neck of the wearer.
me
Gas
Company.
in La Huerta, for $10,000. This
and half to the
side walls were saved. The only other
years old. With her father she moved gation by his presence of mind and thing possible.
Skins Bought in the Rough.
court finds Mr. Rogers guilty of no Are of any consequence mentronea sale includes everything on the place
to New Orleans, where he established reassuring words and the worshipers
Mr. Gormley buys the sheep skins
There has been a marked renewal
was
guilty
he
that
finds
also
It
but
fraud.
a
the
Conway
when
was
the
personal effects, horse, trap,
a large wholesale drug business. Her left the building without disorder.
in the report
in the rough, and his employes preof apprehension that a crisis may end
of no breach of trust as far as the restaurant and Oxford Saloon were favorite vehicle of the late Robert
i father became
wealthy and the young
The archbishop's house was set on in coup d'etat against Parliament. The
pare them. la the tanning of the
concerned.
was
contracts
Weems-Tansilof
Tan-silwith which Mrs.
girl was a member of the best social fire by the lightning and before the adoption by the lower House of Par making
destroyed tlast year. As will be
he has three large vats, filled
skins,
of
refused to part. This place la with
circle of the Crescent City. When flames could be extinguished was dam liament of an address to the country
by a perusal of the report
clear
water, in which the skins
General Butler, with his northern
the fire marshal which Is appended, one of the best In the valley. The are thoroughly soaked, so as to make
aged with contents to between $8,000 will, It is feared, place in the hands BATTLESHIP WAS
is
residence
furnished
and
condielegantly
the fire department is in good
troops, occupied , New Orleans, the and $12,000. Sparks Ignited the wood of the revolutionists the needed lever
them soft and
They are then
NOT BADLY DAMAGED tion financially, and otherwise. Prac the new owner comes into possession taken out of thepliable.
drug store owned by her father was work and the fire smoldered under to move the Emperor.'
and put through
vats,
of
Mrs.
a
suburban home,
confiscated and all of his property de the roof and between the walls on
a cleaning process. After the skins
tlcally all of the apparatus Is In first Tanslllsplendid
News From Interior.
will make her home in
and of the latest pattern.
The Rhode Island Struck By
class
stroyed. The girl, thus suddenly made the third floor for four hours. Passers
are cleaned they are scraped. When
con
shapf
the
from
interior
Dispatches
Her
at
While
Vessel
in
the
way
poor, taught In private . families for by noticed smoke issuing from the tinue to tell stories of the burning of
The only Mcommendatlon
this is done, the hides are taken to
Pier.
a living. Her brother and father en- roof and turned In a fire alarm.
the fire marshal has to
of
the tanners, who with the aid of sand
manor houses, robberies, murders, col
tered the southern army, the latter
make in his report is for a new. set
and a tanning machine, make
lisions between peasants and rural
paper
as a chaplain and hospital attend
Washington, July 18. A telegram of wheels with rubber tires for hose OIL INVESTIGATION
them soft and smooth on the under
and hurriedly dispatched troops
guards
'
department
the
navy
ant..
received at
cart number one. The cash receipts
side. The tanned skins are next sent
here and there.
CONVENTION
from Captain C. G. Bowman, com during the year were $1,027.07, while
Brother Fell In His First Battle.
to the cutter, who shapes them to the
The center of the peasants' uprising
Is
v.
The brother was killed In the first
mander of the battleship Rhode
were $490.19, with a
the
expenditures
In
Voronezh
the
where
is
proper sizes. The skins arey then
province,
s battle In which,, he took
the vessel not so badly liiUkni-- infl hand M Ihe first or tms
TO
part, as a
do not. discriminate between land shows
ready .fjr;tfcie usewlaa, department.
peasant,
wuu
t
collision
"
of
a Louisiana rogi
y.,flolor sergeant
month 0C."797.88.
There the- women take the prepared
friends and enemies, as evidenced by damaged by her
PHILADELPHIA
at
Guernsy
Location of New Fire House.
,' meat.
skins and securely sew them to the
the complete devastation of the estate Norweigian steamship
" The girl, then
News last evening as was
just entering
new fire department
Inside of the duck coats with the wool
M. Kokoshldne, a prominent constitu- Newport
The
proposed
at first sunposed. Captain Bowman
hood, promptly enlisted as a nurse In
side of the skin on the outside, next
tional democrat in tlie lower House.
building will be erected on the west
a hospital corps, it is believed, with
says the Norweigian steamer drifted side of Washington Avenue on the
to the body of the wearer.
One skin
Situation Is Hopeless.
the
while
Island
Rhode
the
the troops of General Lee, in the Army
old Palace and
of a full grown sheep Is necessary for
the
The situation in that . province is down upon
adjoining
nrooerty
was at her pier and aamagea
of Virginia. She was present at the
described as "almost hopeless." It is latter
each coat lining. The coats thus
owned by the Woman's Board of
of three Inch guns and their that
battle of Gettysburg and other hisalmost as bad in Poltova and Smo- a couple
The board of commissioners
made, are well adapted for wear in
Trade.
mounts and bent the bow plates but
toric fights between the north and
lensk provinces. In Tembov prov
this country, being absolutely water
have authorized the Issuance of bonds
interfere
not
would
south. The work of a nurse was too
the damage
of long
ince eighty peasants are reported to that
for the erection of the fire department
proof, warm, and capable
the
of
movements
confining for the brave southern girl,
of $12,500.
extent
have been' killed or wounded by the with the .proposed
to
the
usage.
headquarters
and she became a spy for the southship which is to make a cruise along
Good Location For Plant,
dragoons.
Following is the detailed report of ATTORNEYS TO STUDY CASE
ern generals. Disguised as a soldier
the North Atlantic coast to snaKe
In the manufacture of these coats,
RULER
the secretary and fire marshal:
Changed Spirit.
with her hair cropped close to her HEIVIN ISJALTEO
her
machinery.
As a further proof of the changed down
Mr. Gormley has his plant peculiarly
SantaFe, N. M., July 1, 1906.
head, or dressed as the widow of a
well situated, being in the heart of
spirit at Peterof, It was learned today
Commissioners,
Fire
of
Board
the
To
into
Company's the
fictitious soldier, with her face veiled
Inquiry
that Emperor Nicholas has requested PROMINENT CIVIL
sheep raising district, where both
Santa Fe Fire Department.
in crepe, she many times, entered the Forty
Thousand Visitors the members
Methods to be Pushed by water and labor can easily be seof the Goremykln min
I
you
present
hereby
Gentlemen
Union lines and secured information
ENGINEER SUICIDES
istry to retain their posts.
cured. Up to the present time, he
Crowd Denver-AnnuGovernment.
my annual report for the year ending
of the greatest value to the South.
has not made the coats extensively,
are
mar
and
as
190C,
1,
secretary
She served at various times with the
Reunion a Success.
Martin Flynn, Shot Himself Planned July
but it Is his Intention to interest eastof your department.
shal
MAY CALL GRAND JURY
troops of General Boone and General
Santa Fe Tunnel Through
Chicago, July 18. Assistant Attor ern capital in the Industry, so as to
Price. It was while with the latter
Membership.
Mountains.
maney General Pagln arrived In Chicago enable him to purchase
Denver, Colo., July 18. Philadel- Charges Made
general on a raid through Kansas and
Against Schmitz and
The department is now composed of today with transcripts of the evidence chinery, erect a larger building, and
the
lodge
chosen
was
grand
by
phia
.
Missouri that she was betrayed by a
Charges Against Reagan May
Des Moines, Iowa, July 18. Martin fortv members, being divided as foi taken at Cleveland in the inquiry into
of Elks today as the convention city
employ skilled labor. With the nat
Be Aired in Court.
'"
iu weaipori
now for the next
the relations of the Standard Oil Com ural advantages that Mr. Gormley has,
ummng,
president of the Peoples' Sav lows:
Flynn;
year.
San Francisco, Cal., July 18. Grand
Kansas City, Missouri, and was capBank here, shot himself In the
chief, secretary, Danv and the various railroads. He he expects to be able to make a bet495 votes;
Chief, assistant
Juror John C. McElroy believes that ings
tured by the Union troops. She wsr . Philadelphia received'
head at a drug store today, dying in- treasurer, four foremen, eighteen hose submitted It to former District Attor ter coat, and to sell it at a lower figwithdrew
295.
St,
Baltimore
Joseph
is
for
the
work
sent to St. Louis with other
there
grand jury in
Ill health is supposed to be men. seven laddermen, seven chem ney Morrison, special counsel for the ure than can be done by the eastern
prisoners
t
the charges Police Commissioner Rea- stantly.
ana placed under guard there until from the contest.
Government,
cause. Flynn was a prominent Icalmen.
the
of
A.
Oakland,
manufacturer,
Melvln,
Judge Henry
the close of the war.
gan makes against Mayor Schmitz
It was the intention of the local fed
Apparatus.
Mr. Gormley makes two grades of
was unanimously chosen and in the charges Mayor Schmitz breeder of short horn cattle. He also
California,
Met Mosby and Jesse James.
There Is now ready and in active eral officials not to begin the investi coats. The first grade Is one lined
gained prominence as a civil engineer
exalted
ruler
to
yesterday.
makes'
He
'said
grand
against
Reagan.
While in Missouri, she met and be-- !
the service:
gation here until September 1, or lat
It is estimated at the weal head day he would take steps to convene for the Santa Fe, in building
fully with the sheep skin. In the
came well acquainted with
In New Mexico
er, but it is now probable that some second
which
ColNo. 1, four wheeled,
tunnel
cart
begins
Hose
reunion
Elks'
that
of
the
to
the grand jury
grade, the body of the coat
quarters
Investigate them.
near
onel Mosby, the great guerilla
future.
in
the
be
will
taken
60
steps
Hose cart No. 2, two wheeled.
leader, there are 40,000 visitors in Denver, of
Is lined with the sheep skin, but In
The charges of grafting in connec- and ends in Colorado. He was
and Jesse James and the
which
Pour propositions,
Attorneys
Younger whom 20,500 are Elks and members tion with French restaurants, liquor years old.
Hook and ladder truck No. 1.
will study In con the sleeves he uses the best grade of
boys, outlaws.
Chemical engine No. 1, two wheeled, Pagln and Morrison
and
resorts
families.
of
licenses,
their
questionable
blanketing, which is also soft and
Upon the conclusion of civil strife,
nection with investigation, are:
55 gallons.
warm. He proposes to sell these coats
The feature of the celebration to against the mayor, McElroy thinks, DISASTROUS FIRE
Standard
She again became a teacher at
the
First
against
Charge
One thousand eight hundred feet of
In are serious enough to warrant prosto the local market at first, but as his
re
of
Oil
illegal
Missouri. Upon her refus- iiav was a massed band parade
accepting
Company
IN AZTEC RECENTLY hose In good condition, 1,400 on carts
a thousand musicians partici ecution if they can be substantiated.
establishment
which
grows he will be preal to take the oath of
law.
Elklns
bates under the
allegiance to the
and 400 to reserve.
rail pared to turn out a larger output of
United States, she was ordered to pated. Wild west and Indian shows He says both the mayor and Reagan
the
Second
against
Charge
Both
holder.
a
Saloon and Building
One Eastman nozzle and
leave the state and went to Illinois are a source of wonder and delight to should be summoned before the grand Destroys
roads of granting illegal rebates to coats, and place them In the wholesale
Covered By InsuranceTo
One Eastman Siamese deluge set,
jury to tell what they know. McElroy
market.
where she continued teaching. In 1866 the visitors from the east. .
the Standard Oil Company.
One Cooper hose mender.
she met and married A. W. Dietz, a
The first order of huelness of the is known as an aggressive, energetic
in restraint
Third Combination
last
nozzles,
was
discovered
Fire
member
Underwriter
and
of
when
30
he
Saturday
the
inch
Five
says
jury,
trartfl and commerce with other on
wealthy miller, who owned large flour- grand lodge today was the selection of
he will take steps to call the grand morning about six o'clock in the rear
BEITS FORTUNE
Wrenches and spanners.
ing mills near Lincoln, Nebraska. Fire the meeting place, the officers having
companies.
jurors together It is believed he means of Sam Rldinger's saloon building at One Seagrave trussed ladder, ex
destroyed the mills.
been elected yesterday afternoon.
Fourth Monopoly in trade, not com
NOT YET KNOWN
business.
Aztec. The first alarm was given by tension 40 feet.
Mr. Dietz was left to make a
binatlon; or conspiracy to monopolize.
living
now
It
that
the
alarm
but
before
the
Mrs.
policyholdappears
ladder.
roof
Thurston,
One Seagrave
for himself and wife as best ha
Amount Estimated at From $125,000,.
ers of the Traders' Insurance Gni-- ! became general both the saloon and
He secured employment as a miller STOLEN LETTER IN
Two Pompier ladders, axes, steel
Its
000 to $165,000,000
itof
whicn
confessed
pany
a
A. M. Hubbard bar, hooks, grapple, soda bags, acid pressure good.
Chicago,
owned
building
by
at various towns, travellne with" his
CASE
HARTJE
Distribution.
1905. U. S. Indian
self involved, will receive a larger were in flames. The fire was finally chambers, life belts and axes, hose
September
wife over a considerable
portion of the
portion of the amount due them than
out by the prompt work of the supporters.
School; 600 feet of hose laid.
united states.
Caused a Sensation in Trial Toda- y- was at first estimated. A letter from put
London, July 18. Those in position
October 6, 1905. River breakwater;
bucket brigade. Loss to Mr. HubOne hundred feet chemical hose.
to
Learned of Relations Here.
Restored
it
Ordered
to
Judge
give authoritative information regood.
Buckley, Gray and Moore, Chicago bard's building was about $800. He
pressure
All In good condition and most ap 300 feet of hose laid;
Owner.
About three years ago, Mrs. Dietz
the amdunt of the fortune of
Gerdes
Rear
garding
attorneys, who are acting for San carried $300 insurance. The damage
November 15, 1905.
paratus of the latest pattern.
through correspondence, found that
the late Alfred Beit, the South African
Francisco claimants, states that all to
laid.
hose
no
store:
was
set
saloon
considerable
new
a
I would recommend that
sne was a cousin or Attorney BenjaPittsburg. Pa.. July 18. The most of the assets mentioned in the com- A Ridinger's
have not given It to the
cash .register containing a $400 note, of wheels; with Firestone rubber tires December 6, 1905. Improvement financier,
min M. Read In this cite.
The estimates range from
She and sensational sicene In the Hartje divorce pany's inventory are undoubtedly
newspapers.
pressure
hose
700
laid;
feet
and about $30 in money, a billiard ta- be purchased for hose cart No. 1.
Row:
her husband came to Santa Fe for the case came today. During the cross good.
to $165,000,000, but it will
These total $3,079,430.68.
It ble, roulette
$125,000,000
wheel, liquors, cigars and
good. Finances.
benefit of her health which however, examination of Miss Ida B. Scott and is believed that 85 per cent will be
be found when the terms
fixtures were destroyed. He had
December 15, 1905. Dorraan house; probablywill are
July 1, 1906, balance on hand as per
grew gradually worse. Since her resi- Mrs. Mary Scott. Hartje's sister by paid.
of the
published that Belt's
used.
insurance.
The
of
chemical
the
$1,000
origin
dence here, Mrs. Dietz has made many Augustus Hartje's attorneys, a new let
last report $261; June 30, 1906, re
fortune was less than fifty millions.
1906.
Steam
laundry;
fire Is unknown, but indications point ceipts during the year $1,027.07
friends who never tired, of listening ter was produced in an attempt to
January 7,
About a third of this amount It Is exto incendiarism.
300 feet of hose laid; pressure good.
Messrs. Hubbard Total, $1,288.07.
to her stories of the days when she show that Miss Scott had been prac VALUABLE GEMS
pected will be bequeathed to national
and Ridinger will rebuild at once.
The department has worked a total
feared neither man nor bullet In the tlclng to imitate her sister's hand
June
30, 1906, expenditures $490.19
of Great Britain and South
STOLEN FROM WOMAN
hours and has at all purposes
cause which she believed to be right
on
hand
$797.88 of twenty-fou- r
balance
of an educational char1906,
1,
M.
Freeman
July
John
mainly
Africa,
'Attorney
writing.
High In New York Social Circles
and which she espoused with all her chief counsel for Mrs.
times succeeded In keeping the fire acter as was a great part of the forSchedule Receipts.
EASTERN PEOPLE
Hartje, declared
For
Police
It originated, tune of his most Intimate friend, the
Looking
heart. She was an interesting eonver- that the letter had been stolen from
City of Santa Fe, appropriation, In the buildings where
'
"Clews."
MARRY HERE $110;
Rationalist, capable of telling of her his office.:
of New Mexico, two Bhowine discipline and spirit of the late Cecil Rhodes. Belt's married sisTerritory
counsel said this
Hartje's
New York, July 18. The Herald to"
experience in a vivid manner and ref letter and other papers had been
ters in Germany and Austria and his
per cent tax for 1905, $751.07; sun best.
day says: "Gems of a size and value William S, Fitch of Washington Unit- dries. $166. Total $1,027.07. Balance
erences to the dark days of civil war found
On June, 1906, the department mother and brother probably will rein the street. Judge iPraser re- which make their
ed With Mrs. Chambers of
read
description
fare, were always filled with humor quired the counsel to deliver the paTotal $1,288.07, Diirchased a lot on Washington Ave ceive considerable amounts.
July 1, 1905, $261.
New York.
like the list of loot of a royal treasure
ous happenings, which often gilded ov
nue from the Board of Education and
Expenditures.
pers to Freeman at once, saying: "Any house have been stolen and detectives
William S. Fitch, of Washington, D.
er the tales of blood and death.
$159.99; re by a unanimous vote authorized the
Janitor
$80;
ofequipment
stolen
from
an
papers
attorney's
C
Mrs.
seekand
Dee
are raking the city high and low,
of
MEXICO EASTERN
Was Author of Book on War,
fice will have very little influence in
and supplies $128.25; fuel $10 Issue of bonds to the value ot liz.ouu NEW
ing a trace of them. The estimate New York City were united in marri- pairs
BUILDS ROUND HOUSE.
Shortly after the war, she wrote a this case."
of erecting a fire defor
the
Total
purpose
$490.19.
sundries
$111.95.
value of the stolen Jewels at $50,000 age this afternoon in Santa- Fe. The
book on her life In the service of the
thereon.
etc.,
1,
on
hand
headquarters,
1906,
Balance
partment
July
was scoffed as wholly Inadequate. While ceremony was performed by the Rev.
south and of the war in general. It
The contract from the New Mexico
Negotiations are now pending for the
the police refuse to give out any In- George F. Sevier, pastor of the Pres- $797.88.
was never published, some one having Declaration of Independence.
be&
"'
Eastern Railway far the erection of
we
and
same
hope
Fires.
placing of the
Mrs Dietr's father died at Paris, formation in the case It Is under byterian church at the parsonage. Mr.
stolen the copy before it reached the
house at Cimarron has been
round
a
the
with
July 16, 1905, Conway Restaurant fore long to be able to begin
Texas, In 1890. She has two half sis- stood that the Jewels were stolen and Mrs. Fitch will remain in the city
publisher.
S. E. Pelphrey. Jack
secured
by
of
the
erection
building.
of
hose
feet
Oxford
ters
2,000
and
Saloon;
living in that state and another from a woman well known in New for several days. The groom Is promiAmong her other claims to distinc
the
masonry part of the
has
submitted,
5
Respectfully
York society and that the theft oc- nent in official circles at Washington laid, hydrants; pressure good.
tion, Mrs. Dietz always proudly said in Kansas City.
will commence on
Work
contract
M.
A.
DETTLEBACH,
July 24, 1905. Retsch . warehouse;
cured, either at her town house here, and was connected with the Pension
that she was a direct descendent of
Marshal. the round house at once,
and
Fire
2
900
Secretary
of
New
at
for
hose
Bureau
Mexican
trade.
feet
villa
or
advertisers
laid;
hydrants;
her
get
Newport
of
years.
the
eighteen
one
of the signers
George Read,
Aman represent
tng himself to be Roswell Sprague
Jones a wealthy mine owner of Los
Angeles, was released from the workhouse on Blackwell's Island last night,
after serving two days on the charge
of intoxication. Friends say his arrest
was a mistake and that Jones should
have gone to a hospital Instead ot
jail.
Not Drink But Heart Trouoie.
Los Aneeles. Cal July 18. Roswell
of
Sprague Jones has been a resident
Los Angeles for the past few years.
He is reputed to own large mining
interests in Colorado and Arizona, his
wife said today: "The idea that Mr.
Jones was Intoxicated is preposterous.
He has suffered for years of fatty
of the heart and no doubt
this experience in New York has rendered his condition serious. I have
communicated with friends In New
York, bidding them investigate and
fix the. responsibility for my husbands
arrest."
New York, July 18

Was Spy and Nurse
In Southern
Army.

transit), July

Germany and Austria Promise Aid
to Russian Czar

Frank F. Gormley
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the latter must be
IN A POISON FACTORY.
some pumpkins in the political vineThe town of Las Crucos has an yard. It Is not the dead Hon who I'd Deadly Drutfa Have a
F'aiuta.
electric light plant, u good system of creates alarm.
Hon Far the Workmen.
THE NEW MEXICAN
PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
water works and an Ice plant. What
"Slip on this glass mask," said the
MAX. FROST, Edilor.
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
It now needs to make It a full fledged
DANGER IN DELAY.
foreman, "i'ou will ueed It,"
The visitor donned the uncanny mask
city Is Incorporation. 'No enterprising
Entered as Second Class) Matter at the Santa l?e Postoffice.
pluce can do without Incorporation. To Kidney Diseases Are Too Dangerous of glass, and the foreman led the way
for Santa Fe People to Neglect.
to the cyanide of potassium departbe sure, in some of New Mexico cities.
The great danger of kidney troubles ment.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION. .. Dally, six months, by mall . .
4.00 Incorporation Is proving a good deal
"We make 1,000 tons of cyanide a
.25 Dadly, three months', by mall.
2.00 of a detriment and a curse, but that is that tliey get a firm hold before the
Dally, per week, by carrier
Health is year," he said. "A dose of five grain
1.00 Weekly, per year
2.00 Is because the peoplo voted the wrong sufferer recognizes them.
Datly, per month, by carrier
Back ache, Is a fatal one. Thus our annual produndermined.
75 Weekly, six month
1. 00 kind of men Into city offices, Into the gradually
Dally, per month, by mall
uct Is enough to kill 2,500,000 people."
7.60 Weekly, per quarter
75 city council and into the board of edu- headache, nervousness, lameness sorerally, one year, by mail
He opened a door, and a room filled
cation. With citizens of the right ness, lumbago, urinary troubles, dropThe New Mexican Is the oldest ne wspaper in New Mexico. It Is sent to stamp, of Intelligence, of decency and sy, diabetes and Brlght's disease fol- with writhing flames, dense shadows,
a city gov- low In merciless succession. Don't parks, smoke and weird figurescen-lu
every postomce In the Territor n4 has
'nje an J growing circulation patriotism as membersis ofbound
to bo neglect your kidneys. Cure the kid- glass masks was revealed. In the
among the Intelligent and progressive peopie oi i.ne Southwest..
eminent, the place
ter of the room, In a great caldrou, 100
benefited and the good of the com-- neys with the certain and safe remhas pounds of molten cyanide of potaswhich
Doan's
Pills,
edy,
Kidney
IncorIf
Cruces
Las
served.
munity
Fe. sium bubbled and seethed. The dames
porates and Its citizens vote for men cured people right here in Santa
San
glinted strangely on the glass masks,
of
Charles
Harris,
of
who will administer the affairs
the
The foreman. coughed.
"The
aching
says:
Miguel
Street,
new municipality In a proper, effec"These fumes," he said, "are wholenot
was
back
Ihe
of
small
across
my
tive, capable and honest manner, the
the kind that conies from overwork, It some. Tbe men, you see, are all rowill
be
certainly
greatly was
bust.
have known weakly chaps,
A CELEBRATED CASE
"TO THE LAND OF SUNSHINE." community If,
CLOSED.
deeper seated and much more
however, unfortunately,
benefited;
to me that working here among these strange
The Estancla News published at the
The Dreyfus case Is now a closed
proving
positively
painful,
they should do the reverse, then great
fumes, to pick up health and strength."
episode. The awful Injustice done to growing county seat of Torrance Injury and much damage to material some inward cause existed. When an1
In another clean, cool room the finwas in the aggravated si age,
attack
this man twelve years ago has been county in a recent issue, makes favor- and
ished cyanide was stored. It looked
every other condition must result. could not
or
on
to
a
shoe
put.
rectified by the French government able comment upon the revised edi As In
sloop
all other matters of govern- lift
like crystallized while sugar, good
and the French people in as creditable tion of "To the Land of Sunshine,"
any weight and if I managed to
it. Is up to the people of Las
ment,
enough to eat.
nfler
suffering twinges when
and as Just a manner as Could pos- published by the Bureau of Immigrastoop
"Good enough to eat," said the foreCruces. They should not make the
to
excruciating
straighten
sibly be done under the circumstances tion for the purpose of advertising the mistake made in Sanla Fe at the last went
man
"Well, we have had
of the case. Dreyfus has been restor- resources of New Mexico and for the
pangs were sure to be my reward. men gravely.
eat It. Four men committed suielection.
Ireat
city
Pills
Doan's
Kidney
procured
ed to duty, promoted to the rank attraction to the
Territory of Immland's Pharmacy stopped every ag- cide In that way.
which he would have attained had his igration and
"The fumes seem to create In our
capital. The News beBUTTONS.
JOINT
STATEHOOD
alfor
sentence
gravated attack,"
trial, conviction und
lieves the distribution of the book
men a desire to taste the drug. They
GO
slateliood
buttons
have
made
Joint
nil
Price
dealers.
sale
For
by
leged high treason never taken place, will
sucprove of great value for the pur their appearance in Silver City, many cents.
Co., Buffalo, fight this desire, most of them,
and assigned to one of the crack arfor which It was published. The people are wearing them and are New York, sole agents for Ihe T'nlted cessfully, but they all feel It, the same
pose
tillery regiments of the nation. The News says:
as workers In coffee plants want to
proud of t.ne fact. Grant county citi- States.
sentiment In the army
"We are in receipt of a copy of the zens are generally tor Joint statehood,
Remember Ihe name Doan's and chew tbe coffee beans, and some feel
and In France at the time of his trial
it so strongly as to succumb." Cinsecond edition of To Ihe Land of although many of them tip to within! take no other
has disappeared to the credit of the
cinnati Enquirer.
Is an enlarged and a
Siinsnlne
which
beshort
time
and
ago
French nation and the French army.
SUMMER TOURIST RATES
The history of the case and the suffer- Improved work, gotten up by Colonel fore the
Max. Frost, secretary of the Bureau limn
VIRGINS' GARLANDS.
fav-statehood
law
To Colorado, Via the Santa Fe.
joint
ings of the man are too fresh In the
minds of the rending public of the of Immigration of (ho Territory, as jored the separate article purely and; June Isl to September ;!tilli the!
Charou to
The sisled by Paul A. F. Waller, of Santa simply, in this they are In accord! Snnlu Fe will sell tiekels to Denver1 Memorial, lu .u toEutfll.h
to
Iteration.
world
need
Hi-.- t
l.ove.
True
lilrl.
,
Colo-Fe.
work
is
a
The
not
of
return
of
with
rate
and
the
at.
best
most
the
and
gathermerely
who
$22.50;
many
brought his temporconspirators
There tire seveu "virgins' garlands"
ary downfall have long since met the ing of dry statistics, but a beautiful tboushtful citizens of the Territory in rado Springs, $19.55; Pueblo, $17.55. still lu existem-lu Mluslerley church,
The Joint, statehood Tickets on sale daily and are good for
justice they fully deserved, hut the word and picture painting of Ihe every section.
Salop, the first of them bearing the
man whom they attempted to ruin geography, history, geology, physical sentiment is gaining ground because return passage until October Hist,
date 1554 and tbe last 1751.
II. S. LUTZ, Agent.
for many features and climate of the Territory, there seems to be no other chance for
and whom they tortured
They consist of silk rib bo us and
M.
a
N.
near
statehood
the
San
within
its
Fe,
honest
an
Its
as
iis
forth
and
obtaining
stands
peoples,
advantages
years,
bull shaped, aud are covered
paper,
It
Is
is
but.
and
without
gaining ground
prospects. The land of opportunities! future,
gentleman and as an officer
with rosettes, the Inside center of the
TO
How
CLOUDCROFT.
felt.
itself
very much
blame or blemish. After all, In this Is shown to exist right here today. making
cane or wire frame supporting a pair
case, "truth crushed to earth must The mnny fertile acres of public do strong it will become by election day A Summer Resort in Our Own Terrl- - of paper gloves. They represent a ro
,
en-Tl
rise again" is fully illustrated.
tory.
main, the pine covered mountains, and how much the majority for the
mantle custom of very ancient origin
cnn-- l
Commencing June 1st, good for Te- aud are sacred to the memory of girls
people of France and the government the productive mines, the extensive abllng act will be In New Mexico
of the French Republic have grown Irrigation system, and the vast graz net at. this time bo foretold, but the turn September 2!Hh, lHOii, the Santa who while betrothed In their
youth
in-- j
Fe Central Hallway, in connection lost.
greatly in everything that goes to ing lands are all shown to possess estimate of the favorable vote Is
Ihelr Intended husbands by death,
and
&
daily.
with the F.. P.
8. W. Railway will
steadily
make nations and governments power- wonderfully attractive
remained true to their first loves.
possibilities creasing
'sell round trip tickets at the low rale yetEach maiden
r
ful, respected and just within the last both for the eastern capitalist and the
designed her own garNO NEED FOR HURRY.
0f $14X5. For advertising matter dc
decade, and the Dreyfus case is cer- eastern homeseekers. The propitious
land, and at her death this simple emYork
member
adNew
assertion.
this
on
or
for
Boiirke
of
call
Cockran,
Cloudcroft,
tainly strong proof
scriptlvo
blem was borne before her by the vilclimate of the Sunshine Territory is
of
and a brilliant, if at times dress S. Ft. tlrlmshaw, Ceneral Pas- - lage lasses, the white gloves being aftThe Washington Post In a short given due notice, while
prehistoric an Congress,
correctand
erratic speaker, Is of the opinion 'eenger Agenf
editorial, pithily, tersely
erward added. After the obsequies
ruins, health and pleasure resorts are
that President Roosevelt will be com-- i
ly gives the matter admirable editor- not
these garlands were suspended in the
is
the
of
That
work
forgotten.
ial notice when it says that the French
by
polled to accept the
village church ou a rod bearing at its
inestimable
to
value
is
the
Territory
the Republican party In order to op
government has honored itself by fora heart lu the shape of au
extremity
and
without
will
doubt
it
undisputed
mally and completely vindicating Cap- be the cause of
pose William Jennings Bryan as the
escutcheon, upon which the initials aud
SEASIDE EXCURSIONS
many
people
leaving
forty-ninMr.!
Judges
tain Alfred Dreyfus,
1908.
Commencing May 1st and until Sep- date were inscribed. These were origithe overburdened east, and seeking Democratic candidate in
of the Supreme Court uniting In an
Cockran thinks he knows whereof he tember
the Santa Fe will sell tick- nally fixed above the maiden's pew.
in
the
land
of
their
future
sunshine,
of
Some of the earliest and forgotten
emphatic order for the annulment
speaks and It. must be admitted that ets on each Tuesday, Thursday and
homes.
theverdlctof the Rennes
Is a well posted man on national Saturday to Los Angeles and San Di- garlands were composed of real flowhe
Is
"This
only one of the publica affairs and on the trend of
and commanding the publication of
public sen ego from Santa Fe at the rate of $42.90 ers, but later tbe covered hoops detheir order and the final announce- tions of the Bureau of Immigration but timent In many cases. What he says for the round
trip. Return limit of scribed were substituted.
ment of the innocence of the accused It alone would merit the praise of the may come true and President Roose- ticket November
There Is a passing allusion to this
30th, 1906. Stop over
whole
be
to
and
the
fiftv
in
continuance
Territory
newspapers,
nnntnin
to take the nomination. allowed In California. For particulars "simple memorial of the early dead"
velt
have
may
of
the
bureau."
chosen by the captain.
in "Hamlet." "Yet here she Is allowed
However, It is nearly two years to call on agents of the Santa Fe.
her vlrgiu erants," "crauts" signifying
The Dreyfus case was one of the
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
the time at which the nominating con
most sensational in the world. Acgarlands I.oudou Graphic.
Santa Fe, N, M.
ACTUAL BENEFIT BY EARTHventions of the two great parties will
military
cused of sfelHng his country
be
Is
hence
no
there
haste!
QUAKE.
held, and
secrets to a foreign power, his trial
Quick Wltled.
In view of the little
earthquake necessary. Two years bring about
"One day last week 1 was informed
a
conspiracy
scare at Socorro and San Marcial, It many changes In the civilized world
developed
to degrade is
by telephone of a fire In my own office,
among his
refreshing to read of an actual bene- and especially in the United States!
not six feet away from where I was
in fit,
him. a conspiracy that resulted
conferred by the San Francisco where the people and politicians live
standing." suld a prominent Wall street
success, despite the fact that the evi earthquake that wrought such "great at a faster rate than
they do elsewhere
broker. "A client with whom I had
dence upon which a verdict of guil- destruction of property and of life.
on earth.
beeu talking, after lighting a cigar,
ty was based was clearly trumped up
The Ocean Shore road is a line
threw the burning match Into the
for the most part. The French peo- which Is being built between San
LOCAL TIME TABLE.
New
The
Mexican
was
mistaken
wastebasket under my desk. As I went
ple and the world at large have never Francisco and Santa Cruz, and Is to when it said
Arrive.
that Colonel William No. 721
him 1 heard the telebelieved Captain Dreyfus guilty, and run close to the ocean the entire dis12:01 p. ru. to the door with
phone bell ring violently. When I anthe verdict of the French Supreme tance. J. B. Rogers, the chief engineer, Jennings Bryan would have a walk No. 723
6:lfip.m. swered the call I was surprised to be
over for Ihe Democratic Presidential
No. 735
Court, tardv but empnatic, will be hall says that this new coast line, while
:40p.m. told that there was a lively blaze under
nomination.
Richard Olney, of BosNo verdict
ed as an act of Justice.
damaged to some extent, was actually ton, a perennial candidate for the
Depart.
Capmy desk, which had been seen by a
of the court can recompense
No. 720
benefitted in one place by the earth,...9:0(1 a. m. bright office bo; In the opposite buildtain Dreyfus for his suffering of the quake to the extent of about $15,000. Presidency, is being groomed by his No. 722
m.
4:20
p.
ing. The are was hidden from me by
chief,
Graver No. 724
twelve years since the charges were Along the strip of coast country known former
7:30 p. m. a
high filing cabinet, and might have
made against him, but he has saved as Mussel Rock Bluffs, the Ocean Cleveland, and the trust wing of the
No. 722 connects wi h No. 1 west.
done serious damage before I discovhi ihnnnr after one of the bravest Shore road was
iintcrrlfiedi to make the race on a
No. 724 connects with No. 7 west.
progressing nicely "safe and sane" Democratic ticket In
ered It myself. I am now hunting for
most heartfights In history, under
with the work of grading its roadbed,
No. 1 stops at all stations.
that boy," he added. "Any one quick
of 1008. Of course, the New
the
fall
conditions.
breaking
when the earthquake came along and
No. 7 will stop at all stat ions, I .amy wltted euough to think of telephoning
Mexican has no regrets over this new
a
in
few
seconds
what
accomplished
to Albuquerque to discharge passen- in such an emergency 1 can use In my
the company would have taken weeks development. It makes matters so gers from Santa Fe.
business." New York Press.
REBATES.
IN DEFENSE OF
and the expenditure or many thou- much simpler for the Republican
H. 8- - LUTZ, Agent.
It has been the custom of the Dally sands of dollars to
party.
accomplish. The
Pinto' Safety Valve.
Cily Ticket Office, Craton Blk., east
New Mexican to present in Its editorial bluffs in question were very precipiA rouud, smooth bole lu the side of a
Mexico.
side
fem.la
New
on
Plaza,
Fe,
Governor
Frantz
presented
of Oklahoma, this'
columns the arguments
tous, and in order to secure a road- UrntAr
granite monument about nine miles
nni..lAn
all sides of a public question when bed for the electric line
'
up
out
from the City of Mexico Is locally
New
ComThe
Mexican
On
the the bluffs it became
Printing
giving its own conclusions.
necessary to re- sentences for manslaughter, and Gov- pany is prepared to fill promptly and known by a term which signifies "Pluhas
it
ernor
Folk
of
railroad
of
rebating
the
same
time
Missouri,
of
of
move thousands
question
overhangyards
all orders for engraved to's safety valve." The hole is about
insisted that the big corporations as ing rock and earth. This was to be commuted the sentence of a second satisfactorily
nine inches lu diameter at tbe opening,
cards,
visiting
marriage announceobshould
consumer
well as the small
accomplished by boring from above degree murderer so that he was re- ments, invitations and all work of thai which is polished In a manner which
Is
serve the law and that rebating
and putting in heavy charges of blast- leased from the Missouri penitentiary kind. Prices as low as
human workmanship. That
compatible suggests
In fact, it had not heard or ing powder. The earthquake shook the same day.
wrong.
Undoubtedly, there with good work. Cnll at the New man had nothing to do with drilling
or polishing this bole will be readily
read any straight out defense of re down an Immense amount of material, were good reasons for these acts of Mexican office and etamlne
samples
surmised when It is known that it has
bating until this week, when the En and did the work much better than executive clemency but nevertheless, and prices.
one
of
it could have been done by blasting. If Oklahoma has any coyote newspa
occasionally emitted hot air and smoke
gineering and Mining Journal,
the leading technical publications in Where a precipitous bluff stood be- pers like the few cursing this Terrl-- j
during a period extending over 300
NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
the world, comes out In an argument fore the earthquake is now a sloping tory, there will be a howl from the
years.
Missouri to Beaver County for at
Herewith are some bargains offered
in favor of rebating and presents It in hill that can be graded at. comparaThe Man of Force.
least a year on account of these par- - by the New Mexican Printing Com
snrh a nlauslble way that It Is at tively little expense.
There Is always room for a mau of
dons.
least worth considering, even in New
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
makes room for many.
Mexico.
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep force, aud be
Says the Engineering and DELEGATE ANDREWS DESERVES
a troop of thinkers, and the
is
Society
bound
Missouri
New
Mexico
75c;
is not complaining
paper hound,
Mining Journal:
IT.
the best
about drouth at present but certain Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code best beads among them take
"No better illustration could be giv
Delegate W. It. Andrews will be ac
places. A feeble man can see the
two
the
for
?6;
$10;
Adaptof
Missouri
Pleadings,
are.
parts
The
virtue
of
farmers
vociferous
of
wel
of
chaos
en
the
corded a very hearty and cordial
to New Mexico Code, Laws of New farms that are fenced and tilled, the
Into which we have been plunged by come upon his arrival In Albuquerque Shelby County in that state are sell- ed
houses that are built. Tbe strong man
1899, 1901, and 1903, English
Mexico,
their
livestock on account of the
reformers, sincere and insincere, than this evening. The Delegate has made ing
sees tbe possible bouses and farms.
1905
and
Spanish His
English
the prevalent fury of condemnation a very creditable record for pains lack of rain since May 28 and the leather, $3;
eye makes estates as fast as the
tickets
for the round trip, $16.90,
good sun
breeds clouds. Emerson.
visited upon the Iniquity of 'rebates.1 taking efficiency, untiring energy and town of Clarence Is crowded with
and Spanish pamphlet, $2.26; full
the farmers offering stock for sale almost
Rebates were not only once universal successful sagacity In handling
$2.75; full leather $3.50;
and universally approved; they con interests of the Territory and in look at an price as it. Is more profitable Pamphlet,
Qalt Familiar.
Flexible
Pockol
Sheriff's
Cover
"There is not much in a name,
stltuted the method by which new ing after the wants of his constitu to give it away than to hold It. In
or
two
Docket,
single, $1.25:
said a young Sunday school
ents during the recent session of Con other words, the man who banks upon more
railroads were made
books, $1 each; New Mexico Su teacher. "Still it did give me a turn last
new towns and Industries were built gress; he has certainly done yeoman climate in any part of the United
In3
to 10,
preme Court Reports, Nos.
Sunday when I asked a boy in my
up, and the whole new west was con- service for the Duke City. It Is re States, even In New Mexico, is taking
clusive, delivered at publisher's price, class how many apostles there were
a gambling risk although
are
still
civilization.
here
for
to
that
They
note
citi
the
right
decent
quered
freshing
$3.30 each; Compilation Corporation to have him look up and reply careuniversal and unrebuked In all Indus- zens of that town have gained the the risk Is less than anywhere else in
Laws, 75c; Compilation Mining Laws, lessly, 'Oh, a dozen or sol' "
the
world.
carrier.
tries, except that of the public
upper hand and will do the Delegate
50c; Money's Digest of New Mexico
In fact, If the merchants In a given honor as he deserves.
The coyotes
Two and Two,
Reports, full sheep, $6.50, delivered;
Strange things do happen In politics. full
line get together, publish a schedule and yellow dog sheets that have aslist school blanks.
There Is no difference between a
of prices, and agree to give no rebate sailed the Delegate In public and in Eugene V. Debs, the Socialist leader,
mile square and a square mile. Each
thereon to anybody, we punish them private and with libelous articles, condemns Colonel William Jennings
contains 640 acres. There Is, however,
It
Now,
have had to take a hack seat as the Bryan and praises President Roosefor destroying competition!
a difference between two miles square
may be the case that the giving or good sense of the community asserted velt. "Free silver is as dead as chatand two square miles. San Francisco
taking of rebates in railroad ratos has Itself and so demanded. This is ao tel slavery," says Mr. Debs, alluding
Call.
to
- forbidden
recent
statBryan's
declaration
in
at last been wiselyfavor
by
agreeable and satisfactory condition
of
free
at.
silver
even
this stage of
Wonderful.
ute, as Injurious to the general wel of affairs and the New Mexican gladly
fare. Undoubtedly It Is the duty of all proclaims it that the people of New the game. "Mr. Bryan seems to be
Bridegroom What's the matter, drivunder the Impression that if Demoer? Coachman Tbe horse , has just
citizens to 'obey the law, whether It Mexico may know.
crats come Into power, trusts would
thrown a shoe, sir. Bridegroom Great
be wise or unwise. But If. does not
be trimmed of all their obnoxious feaScott! Do even horses know we are
follow that those who committed the
The Clayton Enterprise objects vig
just married?
offense before it was thus made an orously to the building of the new tures," continues Mr. Debs, ' but he
offense ought to be hounded and stig- Union county Jail on a plot twenty- discreetly refrains from saying how
ComThe New Mexican Printing
matized for having done so."
five feet square and adjoining a livery this is to be done." It seems that
pany has on hand a large supply of
stable. It addresses a powerful argu- even Mr. Debs has sane moments durwriting tablets and scratch pads suitment to the board of county commls ing which he speaks the truth.
able for school children, lawyers, merPresident Roosevelt and Secretary sioners by saying:
"Even from a
chants and also for home use, which
of War Taft have settled the army selfish standpoint
Passenger and freight traffic on the
these gentlemen
will be cleaned out at 10 cents a pound
camp question for good and neither should have better judgment. They branch lines of the Santa Fe Railway
and cheaper if ordered in larger quanSanta Fe nor Albuquerque need lose do not know what day they them- from Rlncon to Demlng and to Silver
tities. These tablets are made from
any sleep In the future over army selves may become guests in this City is increasing at a very satisfacthe odds and ends of the best paper
post rivalry.. The army post days of same hostelry and it certainly would tory rate. Another indication of the
obtainable, and you are getting double
Panta Fe are of the past and those be pleasanter to watch the little birds constant and wholesome growth of
your money's worth when buying.
of Albuquerque are not in sight for building their nests in the surrounding New luexlco.
GIVE ITS A. CAIX AND EXAMINE
w
many years. Both towns will survive trees and breathe the perfume of the
yri
.
In view of the fits thrown dally
THEM.
and probably In the end, will be better flowers and grass, than to sit all
Tou can secure any form of legal
off for not having realized their am- day and gaze through the Iron bars by the Albuquerque Fakir Journal on
we print the latest ana best news ,
Otero's return blank at the New Mexican Printing
at tbe back door of a livery stable." account of
bitions in army post directions.
SHOULD
RATE.
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INCORPO-

Sec'y-Treas- .

fill IMS
PENN

FOR

MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
OF PHILADELPHIA,
a

Purely

PA,

Mutual Insurance Company.

Co., of

Rational Surety

flew York

Court, Fidelity and Public Official Bonds Lowest Rates.
Strong Line of Fire Insurance Companies.
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GENERAL AGENTS FOR NEW MEXICO
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Palace Avenue

SANTA FE, ... NEW MEXICO

THE PALACE HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUQHN,

Propw

One of the Best Hotels in the West
CuUkm and Tahla 8cnrk

Lwp Suaffe

Uoexcefltd

Rooaaa fee CwMMardfcl

Tnrelca.

Foster-Milbur-

LACOMB & GABLE, Proprietors.

-

i

-

California

e

30-t-

A

'

-

!

4l

I

I

;

-

m-r-

HOTEL'

--

I
O

-

g

American and European Flan. Commodious Sample Rooms. Steam
Heated. Electric Lighted. Every Room a Good One. Short Order
Department Open Day and Night. PreeB the Button we do the rest.

Coronado Hotel

court-martia-

The Best 50c Rooms in the Southwest,
liestaiirant ia Connection.
Short Orders Served Night and Pay.
Regular Meals, 25o.
Serves First Ohm Spanish DUbes.
in Seanon,
222 San Francisco St.

Rverythiug

South Side Plaza.

deep-seate-

fellow-officer-

0. l.UPE HERRERA. Proprietor.

s

SANTA FI2, NEW MEXICO.'

fE SAJHTApP

SAfJTA

Modern Scientific Methods for Treatment of Disease.
TENT

COTTAGES

FOR

THE

CURE

OF TUBERCULOSIS

Diet and treatment as approved by lending medical authorities.
Personal study and attention given each case. Separate hospital for fever
and other patients. For further particulars address,
IDR. J. H. 8I,OAN, Medical Director, SANTA Fli, N. M.
--
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Fresh Flowert All the Time.

Fresh Fruits in Season.

FRUITS AND FLOWERS

The Clarendon Gat den.
San Miguel

8'reet, Near the

Old Church, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Cut Flower

a Specialty, Wedding Bouquets, Decorations.
Floral Designs, .Telephone No. 12. P. O. Box 457.

DUDROW

& MDNTENIE

Undertakers acd
Embalmers
ALL KINDS

Of PICTURE FRAMING.

Dfldtow'i Office Boildk.
35.
DyLTtlcpOM
B JUmm. amna.

Jihmtm m. Tml

THE
ROSWELL AND TORRANCE

Auto mobile
MAIL AND STAGE COMPANY

The short line between Santa P.,
Albuquerque and all points of Central
and Western New Mexico and Roswell
nd the Pecos Valley, saving passes-gerand nulls at least 24 hours In
time in making these points; also connecting at Torrance with the Rock Island system for all point east and
vest.
s

y

Leave Torrance for Roswell daily at
a. m.( arrive at Roswell at 12 noon.
Leave Roswell for Torrance dally at
at 1 p. m., arrive at Torrance at 10 p.
m. This is the schedule time allowed
for carrying the mail, but under favorable conditions, the trip la made In
about half the time. Grips and hand
sachets carried, hut cannot handle
trnnka at preaent.
4

STOCKARD, Manager, Roweli, New Mexlc

JULY

WEDNESDAY,

18,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.
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Profit

The powers In the Democratic party
in this county are having a hard time
finding men who are willing to have
their names appear on the democratic
ballot. Report has It, however, that
Hon. Rafael Homero has consented to
run for' the office of county superintendent of schools, under the democratic slogan.
We will soon publish announcements of the probable candidates for
the various county offices, subject to
the action of the Republican County
Convention. El Hispano Americano.

NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
NKW MKX1CO.

THE MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO
Established and Supported by the Territory.
EIGHT MEM INSTRUCTORS, all graduate of Standard Eatom
New buildings, all f urnlsLlnjja and equipments modern and com-pleelectric-lightestam-heateall conveniences.
baths, water-workTUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY, '25n per session. Session Is
hree term, of thirteen weeks each.
ROSWELL Is a noted health resort, '8,700 feet above tea level;
Sunshine evory'day-froSeptember to June.
REGENTS-Nath- an
laffa, W. M Reed, VV, M. Atkinson, W A.
Flnlay and E. A. Cahoon
COL, J. W, WILLSON, Supl.
For particulars address
Colleens.

e

Bar-anc- a

JOT SPRINGS.
tLese waters tas been thoroughly test
ed by the miraculous cures attested to
In the following diseases:
Paralysis,
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumption,
Malaria, Brlght's Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and Mercurial Affec
tlona, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, all
Femal Complaints, etc., etc. Board,
lodging and bathing $2.50 per day; $1.
per week; $50 per month. Stage meets
Denver fains and waits for Santa Fe
train upon request. This resort is attractive at all seasona and is open all
winter. Passengers for OJo Caliente
can leave Santa. Fe at 9 a. m and
m. the same
reach OJo Callonte at i
day. Fare for round trip from Santa
Fe to OJo Caliente, $7.40 For further
ptrtU'ulara, addrt

ANTONIO JOSEPH.
Ojo

a.

F

u

iBdlaq
Utkta,

roeilcan

Rag, Wax, FeaUhr and. Line Brew War
TurtjiMlsea, Oarneta and Other Seme.
i
Te Have the Seat W IvwrytMMg k 9m Uaw.

MTT:

MANUFACTURER OF

DEALER IN

hjeticao Filigree

Clocis. Jewelry

FaU

Hud

and.

China-

-

Repair of Pine Watches and Jewelry Work a Specialty. Navahn
dian floods. Flllgreo at Wholesale and Uetall.
West Side Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.

Rns

and

P. F. HANLEY.
IN-F- INE

WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
8PBCIALTIE8-0-

1d

for Family Use.
Crow, McBtayer
and Paxton, Old

Gackmheimer Rye, Taylor
Jordan and Monogram, Kentucky, Whiskies.

SAN

FRANCISCO

s

'

form.

Sierra County.
"In Sierra county there are three
parallel north and south ranges; the
western is called Black Range at the
north and MImbres further south the
next is the Cuchlllo Negro, an extension of the San Mateo range of
Socorro county; while the furthest
east is the Caballos ridge. In the
Hillsboro district, the Sierra Mining
Company has Installed a
power gasoline hoist in its Opportunity
mine, in order to sink a
shaft, and is pushing work
on its Snake and Eureka claims. It
has purchased a traction engine and
cars for hauling ore, and expects to
build soon a
mill of 250 tons
daily capacity. The Black Peak mill
is treating regularly the ore from the
Wicks mines and Is under direct
charge of President M. F. Burks. A
number of men are working the gold
placers near Hillsboro this Summer.
Near Kingston, the Empire Gold Comt
pany struck recently, on the
level of Its Good Hope bonanza mine,
21 foot vein showing high in silver and
gold, which Is as good as any strike ot
the old halcyon days.
In Palomas
Camp, the Palomas Chief Mining Company, managed by J. C. Plemmons, Is
hauling its ore to Engle, for shipment
to El Paso. Near the head of North
Perch a creek, the Moffit Company, is
a
concentrate, to
erecting
handle ore from its Virginia, Templar
and Keystone locations.
Gunnison District.
It Is rumored that the iron deposits
of Iron mountain, near Ellzabethtown
In Colfax county, are soon to be opened.
The extension of the Rocky
Mountain & Pacific railroad to the
vicinity, has rendered possible the
working of these ores, which are of
good quality, and In considerable quantity.
Bromide District.
The Bromide district of Rio Arriba
county, is lively. The Sixteen-to-Ongroup was examined In the .spring by
G. J. Bancroft, of Denver, and L. Ione-de- s,
of London, for Colorado capitalists, but their Intentions were not
concentrating
announced. The
and leaching plant of the Tusas Peak
Gold Company, is now being erected
on Tusas creek with Chicago machinery arid lumber got out by the company's own sawmill. The mill will
cost $30,000, and will treat custom
ore as well as the output of the Tampa
and of the other mines of the Tusas
peoCompany. The Keystone-Bromidas soon as litigaple will resume work
tion is settled; ' while the Sardine's,
owners and the holders of the Strawberry group have been busy In shaft
sinking,

In-

100-to-

Impotted and Native Wines

OUR

first-clas-

150-foo-

JEWELRY

-- DEALER

Mining Resume.
The well posted correspondent of
the Engineering and Mining Journal,
at Socorro, New Mexico, writes nn
more
interesting resume or recent
Important mining operations in New
Mexico.
He says:
White Oaks District
The shaft of the Old Abe miue, in
the White Oaks district of Lincoln
County Is said to be the deepest dry
shaft In the world, but it will be sunk
200 feet deeper to the 1,500 foot level.
Many of the neighboring claims will
soon be further developed; the North
Homestead
has been getting out
enough ore since last November to
mill In steady operakeep its
tion.
Mora County.
In Mora county, veins of free
gold
have been discovered in a belt of
schist that extends for several miles;
It Is supposed that the vein outcrops
were washed clear of debris, so as
to be visible, by last summer's flood.
The owner of the find is tho Tripod
Mining Company and machinery has
recently been brought in from the Ris
ing Sun group, nt Rociada, In San
Miguel county.
Cochite County.
"There is hope of a revival at Bland
In Sandoval county, for tho United
States Mining Company of New York
has directed Superintendent McNulty
to reopen the Navajo mine.
Some
years ngo, this property shipped several thousand tons of
gold ore,
running $40 to $60, and there Is understood to be now, not only a largo
quantity of $10 to $15 ore in sight, but
a good chance of encountering
other
ore shoots. The pay minerals are pyrite and various tellurides,
containing the gold In a refractory

;
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Caliente. Taos County,

STREET, SANTA

FE

e

EL PASO,

California, Mexico
AND THE WEST.
Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago
AND THE NORTH AND EAST

100-to-

e

Most Conveniently Reached
via TORRANCE and

EI Paso & Southwestern

LOW RATES TO SANTA FE, N. M.,
Via the Santa Fe Railway.

Connecting Closely With the Famous
"Golden State Limited"
Veatlbulod, Electric Lighted Train
RUNNING THROUGH WITHOUT CHANGE BETWEEN

Los Angeles, St. Louis and Chicago.
Also Another Fast Thro Train Dally.

Folders,

Tatea, schedules

trip cheerfully furnished

J.

A.

JITLDEBRANT,

Agent,
Torrance, N.

M.

on

and other kiformation regarding

ji)

application to
V. R.

Denver, Colorado Springs and
the Santa Fe will sell tickets
fare for the round trip. Dates
June 5, 12, 14, 19, 26; July 10,
19, 20, 21, 22, 27. 31; August 7, 14,
21, 23, 24, 28; September 3, 18, 25, 27,
28, 29; Odtober 2, 9. 16; limit 30 days
from date of sale. For particulars Inquire of my agent, Santa Fe.
H. S. LUTZ,
Santa Fe, N. M.
From
Pueblo
at one
of sale

A Wide

STILES,

Ueneral Passenger Agent,
El PasoTex.

...

In

Mora.

MINES

Thece Celebiated Hot Springs are
located In the midst of the Ancient
miles west
Jllff Dwellers, twenty-fivof Taos, end fifty miles north of Santa
Fe, an about twelve mllea from
Station on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railway, from which point a
daily line of stages runs to the springs.
The temperature of these waters is
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 eet Climate
vet? dry and delightful the year
round. There Is now a commodious
hotel tor ths convenience of invalids
and tourists. These waters contain
1,184.24 grains of. alkaline salts to the
gallon, being tho richest alkaline Hot
iprings in tn world. The efficacy of

THE GATEWAY

Which has all the things necessary for the building of a Rood, substantial town, Including water ot good duality, abundant lu Quantity at a depth of 35
In the Southwest with agriculture In Ita Infancy; aa Hue an all
feet below the surface,
located In and tributary to the finest section
of grazing
A
. tV,,
... j uue mo
..
ft.
.
.
I?
O
... country. .
H
CV.'.f Tina
-"
around climate as mere is in the world, with a pushing, energetic class or citizen ana two raiiroaan,
Pacific. Wlllard has made a mnsl phenomenal growth and the price of lota will soon advance, Better come now. The townatt Is owned by

OtS.OOO,

Loans
banking bualnosa In all Ita branches.
.money on the moit favorable terms on all kinds of personal and eol.
latsral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks In all markets for
Its customers. Buys and sells domestlo and foreign exchange and
makes telegraphic transfers of monoy to all tarts of tha civilized
world on as liberal terme ae art tylven by any
agency, publio or prlvats. Interest a Mowed on time deposits at tha
rats of three per cent per annum, on a alx month' or year's term.
Llbsral advances mads on contlgnr.iente of live stock and products.
The bank executei all orders of Its patrons In the banking Una, and
alma to extend to them as liberal treatment In all respects, aa la consistent with eafet) and the prlnclpiee of eound banking. Safety Defor rei.t. The patronage of the publio la rsapsotfully
posit box

0J0 CALIEJ.TE

"WXXeEID

e

a general

KOSWKt.L

propubir.isi.4 Ilk mii, an J the man with
Is
safer Investment than good Inside City Proper, but
small capital Is barred. Growing new towns, with conditions favorable to permanency afford an opportunity to the small Investor to place ma savings
where his money will earn s handsome profit, equal In proportion to that of his wore fortunate brother with larger means. This chance is offered at

crats and the proper man for the
Territorial Council nomination; but
to be first suggested by the editor of
the Register-TribunIs nothing to his
credit. Roswell Dally Record.
Democratic Candidates Scarce

Transacts

THRE

AN OPPORTUNITY FOR SMALL INVESTORS .
There
no surer or
It takes money to handle

Opinions on Campaign Subjects of In
terest to the Dear People,
Has a Kick Coming.
Mr. Mulllns, no doubt Is all light,
and may be the choice of the Demo-

Th oldest banking Institution In Now Mtxloo. Established In 1170.
RUFUS J. PALEN, President.
JOHN H. VAUQHN, Cashier.
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice President.
ALFRED H. BROOHEAD,
Assisiant casnior.
Capital $118,001,

POINTERS.

PAGE

....

'""

Willard Town and Improvement Company.

WILBUR A. OUNLAVY, Vice Pre..
JOHN BECKER, Pr.
and Gen. Mgr.
LOU 18 C. BECKER, Treasurer.
WM. R. BURGER, Secretary.
Call on or addreee JOHN W. CORBET T, Agent, Eetancla, New Mexico.
Carl A. Dalles, Manager ot The John Becker Co. Stores at WUlar 1, ha charge of the aale ot lots In the absence of Mr. CorbeU.

NEW MEXICO

HAPPENINGS
Chaves County,

W. A. Fleming Jones met with an

accident on Sunday afternoon that
might easily have been much more
serious. While driving from his res!
dence to town in an English dog cart
he struck a rock near the corner ot
Court Btreet and the Alameda' road
turning the vehicle over violently
throwing him out, He was taken in
charge by Mr, and Mrs. Isidore Armi- Jo, who had seen the accident, who
cared for him at their residence until the arrival of Drs. Sexton and Me
Bride who found notning more serious
than a badly sprained ankle. Mr. Jones
Is now able to get about with the aid
of two canes.
Little Vera Field fell from a
at Las Cruces while It
was In motion, lauding on her head.
She was picked up unconscious and
Dr. neld worked with her tor four
hours before she recovered consciousound

ness.

Luna County.
G. O. Wendel, of Dixon,
Illinois,
arrived in Denilng last week, and has
decided to remain. He was In the
Jewelry business In Dixon, and thinking a change of climate would be
beneficial to his health, decided to
He
come to the Land of Sunshine.
has taken a homestead about five
miles east of town and will at once
begin Improvements on the same. Mr.
Wendel has selected a locality where
water is easily obtained.
Since Rev. Warner H. DuBose has
been in Denilng he has met with success In his first pastorate, and his
health has also very much improved.
He has been made to rejoice because
of his sister Mrs. Junkln, who ha?
been with him for several weeks. Mr.
DuBose and sister were born in China
where their parents are now engaged
In missionary work. Mrs. Junklns and
her husband, Rev. Dr. Junkln, will
leave for their home In Suchlen, Chlua,
next Monday.
Captain Chase says he has sent In
his resignation as postmaster at Dayton, preparatory to winding up his
business here and moving to Demlng
where he expects to make his future
as his home. He says he don't konw how
soon a postmaster will ho appointed
In fill his place.
Colfax County.
Mounted Policeman J. J. Brophy,
has taken L. D. Bolton, of Clayton, to
Raton, for safe keeping, a mob at
Clayton having been formed for tho
purpose of lynching Bolton for the
killing of Carl Gilg, a prominent citizen of Union County. Bolton, who
has an office on the Main Street, at
Clayton, also had trouble with a young
man by the name of George Hobson,
who came to Clayton a few days ago
from Texas to take up some land near
there.
Miss Dorothy Marrenner of Brooklyn, N. V., who came to Raton less
than two years ago, . died Monday,
July 9th at the residence of her mother, Mrs. J. Marrenner. , The deceased
had only passed her seventeenth year
and made many friends who Blncerely
sympathize with the mother and sister, Miss Ethel, both of whom attended her during her illness.
Funeral services conducted by Rev.
William Wiley of the Episcopal
church, were held at the residence
Thursday afternoon.
,
The Teachers' Normal Institute for
Colfax county will be held In Raton
beginning Monday, August 20th, with
Professor A. D. Hoenshel in charge as
instructor. Teachers from each school
district in the county will be In attendance and a most profitable session
Is anticipated.
Among those who will
be in attendance from outside cities
to lecture will be Mrs. Butts Of Albuquerque who is considered an expert
In primary "work.
Mrs. Parlee Dean, one of the oldest
residents of Blossburg, died at her
residence at that place at the advanced age of 79 years. The deceaaed was
laid to rest In Fairmount cemetery,
services being conducted by Elder G.
M, Fetter,
Sierra County.
A census of the population of this
precinct was recently taken and a report submitted to the board of county
commissioners. The committee reported a population of 792. The board of
county commissioners ordered that all
liquor dealers in this precinct shall

UOC3G38
"I write to let yon know how I ppreelit your
Oaacarots. I commenced taking them lait Norem-be- r
and took two ten oent boiei and naiaed a tapeworm U ft. long. Then 1 commenced taking them
again and Wednesday, April uh, I pined another
tape worm 88 ft. long and over a thousand small
worms. Previous to my taking Cascarets 1 didn't
1 always had a email
know I had a
appetite."
Win. F. Brows, 1M franklin St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

itl

Tht Bowels,

CANDY CATHARTIC

T

Pleasant, Palatable, Potent, Taste flood. Do Good,
If you do not care to pay for a dally Merer
Sicken, Weaken or Gripe, 10o, o, Mo. Nerer
In bulk. The genuine tablet stamped 0 0 0.
paper, subscribe for the Weekly New tuaranteed
to euro or your money back.
of
Mexican Review and get the cream
atertlni Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. 504
the week's doings, It Is an excellent
AXXUALSAU,TEMK3LLIOM9XES
paper to send to yflur, frlenda.

hereafter pay a license of $200.00.
Sierra County Advocate.
Desiderla, wife of Joseph Rinsing-er- ,
of Hillsboro, died last Monday af
ter an illness of two months. The
deceased was beloved by all who
knew her. In life slie was kind and
charitable to all and her many friends
mourn her passing. The funeral took
place Tuesday afternoon. The family
have the sympathy of the community
In their affliction.
Chns. Schale was In Hillsboro recently with a load of fine oats that
were grown without Irrigation. Hp
had two acres of the grain that will
bushels to the acre.
yield thirty-siMr. Schale has also obtained excellent
results growing corn without irrigation and he believes that If the farmers would pay more attention to dry
farming the yield of all grains in this
section would be greatly increased.
Shortly after five o'clock last Monday morning many Hillsboro people
were disturbed by a mild but distinct
vibration of mother earth. As the
Sunday law Is in full force and effect,
the claim of some people that there
were two distinct shocks goes unquestioned. The wave seemed to travel
from the southwest to northeast. Socorro had quite a severe shock some
two weeks ago but it was not felt
In this section.
Lou Walters, of Ilermosa, met with
quite a severe accident some time ago,
while engaged in branding and
He carelessly put
marking calves.
an open knife in his pocket and in an
unguarded moment stooped over sending the blade of the knife Into his
body. The blade penetrated the right
side well ill front and passed up under his ribs making a painful wound.
Joe Barela, of Hillsboro, who is oc
casionally arrested for alleged and
various violations of the law, was pulled last Saturday for poisoning a valuable dog belonging to E. J. Fender.
Barela was taken 'joioie Judge Smith
last Monday morning and given a preliminary hearing.

NEW

MEXICAN

BARGAINS.

Herewith are some bargains offered
by the New Mexican Printing
Code ot Civil Procedure of the
Te .rltory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bo and, (1; paper hound, 75c; Missouri
Plsadlng forma, U, Missouri Code
Plaadlngs, fS; the two for $10: Adapt
ei! to New Mexico Codo, Laws of New
M.'xlco, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English
ana Spanish pamphlet. $2.25; full
leakier, $3; Merit's Flexible-Cove- r
Pocket Docket, single, $1.25; two or
more books, $1 each; New Mexico Supreme Court Reports, Nos. 8 to 10,
delivered at publisher' price,
$3.30 each; Compilation Corporation
Laws, 75c; Compilation Mining Laws,
tn.. K.fn.,,u rYMrul r.f VQn, fQTlnn
Reports, full suoep. $350 delivered;
Com-par-

full llsi ichoo'i

lanki.

MARRIAGE LICENSE LAW.
The new marriage license law re
quires probate clerks to post three
copies of the new law In conspicuous
places In each precinct. The New
Mexican has printed the law neatly
on cardboard and Is now ready to fill
orders In English or Spanish at fifty
cents for. each poster. Trobate clerks
should enter their orders Immediately,
as the new law went Into effect on
April -

1905.

New Mexico.

PROFESSIONAL
ATTO Rf

CARDS
W.

EY8-AT-L-

MAX. FROST.
Attorney at law.

Santa Fa

Nhw Mexico.

RICHARD

Attorney

Phone fl.

H. HANNA.
at Law.
Office, Griffin f)!k.

Q. W. PRICHARD,

Attorney and Counselor at Law,
Praofjes In all the District Courts
and gives special nttentlou to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Offlee, Capitol Bldg., Sauta Fe, N. M.
BLNJAMIN

M. READ,

Attorney at law.
New Mexico.
Santa Fe, Palace Ave.
Office, Sena Blk.

CHAS. A. LAW,
NATIONAL ENCAMPMENT, GRAND
Attomey-al-Law- ,
ARMY OF THE REPUBLIC.
U. S. Land Office Practice, a Specialty.
Minneapolis, Minn., Aug. 13 to 18, 1906
New Mexico,
For the above occasion the Santa Fe Clayton,
will sell tickets to Minneapolis and
return at a rate of $31.30.
N. 8. Rote,
George Spence.
Dates ot sale Aug. 10th and 11th;
SPENCE A ROSE.
good for return passage Sept. 30th,
Attorneys.
190(1.
Land, Mining and Corporation La;:,
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
Specialities, Notary In Office.
Santa Fe, N. M.
Estancla.
New Mexico.

(Homestead Entry No. 6411.)
Notice for Publication,
Department of the Interior, Land Of
floe at Santa Fe, N. M.
July 12, 1906.
Notice Is hereby given that the
wing-named
settler has filed notice
ot his Intention to make final proof
In support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the register
or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on
August 23, 1908, viz.:
,
Pablo Chavez, for the NSJ
T. 11 N R. 13 E.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon and cultivation of said land, viz.::
Frank S. Leyba, Natlvldad Leyba,
Luis Montoya, Macarlo Leyba, all of
follo-

Claims Often Carry the Most
Conviction.
When Maxim, the famous gun In
ventor, placed his gun beforo a committee of Judges, he stated Its car
rylng power to bo much below what
be felt sure the gun would accom
plish. The result of the trial was
therefore a great surprise, Instead of
disappointment. It Is the same with
the manufacturers of Chamherlaln's
Chollc, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. They do not publicly boast of
all this remedy will accomplish, but
M.
prefer to let the users make the state- Gallsteo, N,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
ments. What they do claim, Is that
it will positively cure diarrhoea, dysRegister
entery, pain In the stomach and how-eland has never heen known to fall.
The New Mexican ran do printing
For sale hy all druggists.
equal to that done In any of the large
cities. Our solicitor,' Every piece of
work we turn out. Try our work once
SUMMER TOURIST RATES.
Santa Fe to Denver, Colorado Springs and you will certainly come again. We
and Pueblo via the Denver k Rio have all the facilities for turning out
61 work, Including one ot
Grande. Tickets on sale June 1st to every class
the best binderies In the west.
September 30, final limit October 31st
Stopovers allowed north of Pueblo In
either direction. To Denver and re
PLACE YOUR PROPERTY.
turn $22.55. To Pueblo and return
Why Is it that the firm of Hughes ft
$17.55. To Colorado Springs and re- Delgado are making a success ot the
turn $19.55.
real estate business? It Is because this
F. 11. M 'Hit IDE, Agent.
firm Is reliable and any property
placed In their hands will be looked
Don't hesitate to ask for a free sam- after In a businesslike manner. Office
Stomach and west ot Plaza.
ple of Chamberlain's
Liver Tablets. We are glad to give
them to anyone who Is troubled with
EXCURSION
RATES,
SUMMER
biliousness, constipation, or any dls-- l
By way of the Santa Fe Central, E,
order of the stomach. Many have been P. & S. W. and Rock Island system to
permanently cured by their use. For points in Illinois, Kansas, Michigan,
sale by all druggists.
Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, South
Dakota, North Dakota, Wisconsin, WyMARRIAGE LICENSE LAW.
oming and to Memphis, Tennessee.
The new marriage license law reDates of sale June 9th to 16th, July
quires probate clerks to post three 1st to 10th, good for return passage
copies of the new law In conspicuous until October 31st.
places In each precln.t. The New
On these excursions, rates to ChiMexican has printed the law neatly cago for round trip will be $48.35. St
on cardboard and Is now ready to fill Louis $43.35, Kansas City $35.85. Memorders in English or Spanish at fifty phis, Tenn., $45,60. For further Inforcents for each poster. Probate clerks mation, call on S. B. Grlmshaw, gener
should enter their orders Immediately, al passenger agent.
Modest

FINE FRUIT RANCH FOR SALE.
One of the best fruit ranches in
northern Santa Fe County, about twenj
ty pilles from this city, la for oa!e,
at a bargain. For particulars apply to
Max. Frost, Boi No. 0.2, Santa Fe.

Sec-10-

s

WILLIAM

H. H LLEWELLYN,
Attorney at law.
Las Cruces, New Mexico,
District Attorney tor Dona Ana,
,
Otero, Grant, Luna and Sierra
Third Judicial District.
Coun-tlea-

A. W. POLLARD,

....

Attorney at law.
District Attorney, Luna County,
New Mexico.
Demlng
J. H, Bonh&m.

.

BONHAM

4

B. C. Wade.
WADE,

Attorneys at Liv.
Practice in the Supreme and District Courta ot tho Terrltorj,- - In tna
Probate Court and before the U. 3.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
Officers.
Las Cruces, N. M.

t.

C. ABBOTT,

Attorney at law.
!n the District tui.l SuPractice
preme Courta. Prompt and careful attention given to all business.
District Attorney for the Couutlc
of Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and Baa
Juan. Santa Fa, New Mexico.
A. B. RENEHAN,
In the 3upreme and Dis-

Practice

trict Court; Mlnnlng and Land Law
a Specialty. Rooms
Sena Bldg.,
Palace Ave., Santa Fe, N. M.
CHAS. F. EASLEY,
(Late Surveyor General.)
Attorney at law,
New Mexico.
Banta Fe Land and Mining Business a Specialty.
EMMETT PATTON,
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Box St", Roswell, New Meilco.
Office over Citizen' National Bank.
FRANK W. CLANCY,
Attorney at law,
Dlitrlct Attorney for Second Judicial
District.
Practices In the District Court an
the Supreme Court of the Territory;
also before the United State Supreme
Court to Washington.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

'

Saved HI

Conrade's

Life.

"While returning from the Grand
at Washington
Army Encampment
City, a comrade from Elgin, 111., was
taken with cholera morbus and was
In a critical condition," says Mr. J.
E. Houghland, of Eldon, Iowa. "I
gave him Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
and Diarrhoea Remedy and believe
saved his life. I have been engaged
for ten years in immigration work
and conducted many parties to the
south and west, I always carry this
remedy and have used It successfully
on many occasions." Sold by all druggists.
If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican "ad."

OSTEOPATHY.
DR. CHARLES A. WHEEL ON,

H. E. No, 9536.

.. NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
July 6, 1906.
Notice is hereby given that the following named settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof
In support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the register or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M on
August 17, 1906, viz: Rafugio Gutierrez, ifor the S 2, NW 4, N 2, SW 4,
Sec. 17, T 1 5N ,R 11 E.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence uptry on and cultivation of said land, viz:
Juan Gonzales y Roibal of Glorleta,

Osteopath.
No. 103 Palace Ave.

Successfully treats acute and chronto
dlreaae without drug or medicine.
No charge for Consultation.
Phone 168.
Hours:
p. m.
m.,
2

MINING ENGINEERS.
CONY T. BROWN,

'

Mining Engineer.
Seoretary and Treasurer New Mexico
Sohoel of Mine.
New Mexico,
Socorro,
CIVIL ENQ'RS AND PURVEYORS.

CORBET & SMYTHE.
Civil, Mining and Hydraullo
Albino Enslnas ot Glorleta, N. M.
Engineers,
Atanacio Ribera of Glorleta, N. M. Assaying and General Contracting
Manuel Sandoval of Santa Fe, N. M. East aide Plaza
Santa Fe, N, M.

N. M.

The New Mexican can do printing

equal io that done In any ot the large
cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of
work we turn out Try our work once
and you will certainly come again. We
have all the facilities for turning out
every class of work, Including one of
the best binderies in the west

MANUEL

R. OTERO,

Register

RALPH A. MARBLE,
"AND THE WORLD GOES ON."
Civil Engineer and Surveyor.
The above Is the title to a new song
United Statee Deputy.
that Is gaining In population every
The New Mexican Printing Company day. The "Bon Ton" is the title of Eatancia,
New Mexico.
has on hand a large supply of pads the best lunch counter and hotel In

and tablets suitable for school work,
the desk, and also for lawyers and
merchants; good anywhere. We will
sell them at five cents In book form,
but will give a discount on quantities.

Santa Fe, which is also gaining in
HIRAM T. BROWN,
popularity. When you eat there once
you have a longing desire to continue CIVIL ENGINEER AND SURVEYOR.
a customer. And the world still goes
U. 8, Mineral Surveyor
on. Are you glad?
aata F;
New Mexico,

,
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We'll put thf m inside the
pair of shoes they ever lived In.
We're after the trade of the
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Why, with our handsome si.) Irs
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Ideal K
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cuts, in all the latent lasts and
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liatterns.

K'egant.

Stateson, a traveling
salesman from Kansas City, who arrived in the city yesterday afternoon,
left this morning for Taos.
George Prcierickson a well known
tie contractor at Las Vegaa arrived
city yesterday afternoon and
left this morning for Denver.
Territorial Secretary James W. Reynolds and wife, left this morning for
Las Vegas for a short visit to the parents of the secretary.
F. C. Maupin of Socorro arrived In
the city last night and will remain
exhere until after the earthquake
citement there is over.
F. E. Ames, connected with the Division of Forestry of the Department
of Agriculture, was in Albuquerque on
official business yesterday.
the
Mr. and Mrs. P. N. Hanson,
former being a well known farmer at
El Rlto, Rio Arriba County, are spend
ing a few days visiting in Santa Fe.
,
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Zollars, of
are in Albuquerque, on a visit
to Hon. and Mrs. W. S. Hopewell, Mrs.
Zollars and Mrs. Hopewell being sis
ters.
Mrs. 15. H.
Oestrich, of Beaver
Dam, Wisconsin, who is in this city
for her health, removed today from
181 Palace Avenue to the Normandie

faultlessly

$6.00 and $7.00.
We also have another line which comes cheaper
Own Make
in prices Oxford and High-cut- ,

American
Gentleman

o

In--

(

pOiJU

$4.00 and $4.50.

For any of these prices
we'll give you a full
measure of comfort,
durability and style.
A size and
width for
every
man's foot.

the

Hills-boro-

We are sole agents
for the FAY
Stockings.

Hotel.

J. R. Teasdale of St. Louis, a well
known traveling man who frequently
visits Santa Fe, arrived in the city
yesterday from Taos, and is a guest
at the Palace hotel.
W. Armijo and son,
Mrs. George
Roosevelt, of this city, are in Las
Vegas, on a visit to E. H. Salazar and
family.
They expect to go to Phlla
delphia from the Meadow City.
Mrs. Edwin F. Coard Is expected
to arrive in the city this evening from
Las Vegas to Join her husband who
is now connected
with the
staff of the New Mexican.

athan Salmon
249-251-25-

3

Wholesale and Retail Dry Goods,
San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N.M

WINTER GROCERY CO.

repor-toria-

l

Cipnano Baca, Lieutenant of the
Mounted Police, reached the city at
noon today from an official visit to
Socorro and central New Mexico.
A. L. Grimshaw, Freight and Pas
senger agent of the Santa Fe Central
railway, Is expected to return this
evening from a business trip to

CANON CITY

trawberr ies !

Special Agent William Fitch of the
S. Pension office, at Washington,
was in Albuquerque on official business yesterday and reached this city
today. He registered at the Palace.
G. W. Bennett, a homeseeker from
Oolagob, I. T., who arrived in the city
yesterday, left this morning for the
Estancia Valley. Mr. Bennett intends
locating in the vicinity of Mcintosh.
Adolfo Trujlllo, wife and children,
arrived in the city yesterday from En
cino, and left today for Pagosa
Springs, Colorado. Tbey expect to re
main at the latter place about a
U.

Agents for

KNEIPP MALT COFFEE
M. V. BUTTER A SPECIALTY
I

S. E. Corner Plata, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.

W

i

Grain. Flour and Potatoes. Stationery.
Patent Medietas and 6rocer' Sundries.
MOMPT ATTENTION ftiVIN
fLAHTA

FI, M

MAIL.

ORDERS.

K.

It will pay you to see us first before
buying any Athletic Goods. We are
the local agents of the well known and

Celebrated ' Victor" Lines of
Athletic Supplies
4

and the name "Victor" is a sure guarantee that the quality is of the very
best and the price right. You will not
be disappointed with anything bearing
the "Victor" trademark. We also carry
in stock Tents, Camp Stools, Camp
Stoves, Shotguns, Rifles, Ammunition,
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Baskets, Lines
and everything necessary for a com-

plete camping outfit.

THE W. A. McKENZIE
HARDWARE STORE
228 San Francisco St.

:

:

Telephone

week.
Mrs.

B, Baca and children, of
were among yesterday's ar
the city. They will remain
several days. Mrs. Baca Is
of the assessor of Socorro

A.

Socorro,
rivals in
here for
the wife

County.
Mrs. M. J. Martin and Mrs. D.

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,

WHOLESALE GROCERS

r

j

WtitMl
INCOftFOllTGDI

I

4

Execution,
Summons,

unknown med-

H

Harroun, of Socorro,, have gone to
the Duke City to remain there for a
few days and until Socorro again resumes the even trnur of Its way and
stops shaking.
Rlcardo Ollvas, of Coyote, Rio Ar
riba County, is in the city for a few
Mr.
days on land office business.
Olivas is a farmer by occupation and
reports crops In his vicinity
looking splendid.
Mr. and Mrs. F. D. Marshall of Las
Yegn.i were visitors today In the Cap'
tnl City.
Mr. Marshall is connected
with thf office of the division superintendent of the Santa Fe SyRtem ai
L;'.3 Vegas, end was here on business
at tl.'O local Santa Fe office.
Miss Bettie Willie, of Albuquerque,
who was expected to arrive in this
city today on a visit to Miss Staab,
has written that, on account of the illness of her mother, she had to postpone the proposed trip and that she
will not reach here for some days.
John McGIllivray of Estancia, who
was In the city yesterday on a business trip, will leave today or tomorrow for Liverpool, England.
He has
engaged passage on the Cunard line
steamer Etrurla which sails for the
continent on July 28th.
Carlisle of Santa Fe, a con. James
ductor on the Santa Fe Central railroad, is a guest for a few days at the
home of J. A. Quigley.
His two
young daughters, Misses Maude and
Patience, were expected to arrive
here this afternoon, and will make
an extended visit with the Qulgleys.
Las Vegas Optic.
Henry Shaw returned home to this
city Saturday afternoon on No. 1 from
Annapolis Maryland, where he passed
a successful examination for admission into the United States academy.
In case the
regular
appointee
fails or quits the academy for any
cause within the next two years, Mr.
Las Vegas
Shaw will succeed him.
Optic.

-'

Contrato de Combustible,
Notas Obllgaclones, 2lic por KO.
Llbros Certlflcados de Bonos, $1.
Libros di Reclbos, Supervlsores

Incorporated

1903.

Wholesale and Retail

Dy Goods,

Camlnos,

carry the largest stock
We have the most varied

Wc

Why?

assortment
We show the latest styles
Wc sell at lowest prices
We maintain the quality
We lead,

others follow

It will pay you to see our stock of Carpets and Curtains In fact everything
in our line and we earnestly request
you to Shop with us.

For Half

a

Century the Leading Dry Goods House

the City of Santa Fe

in

T. 0. Box, 219.

Phone, No. 8b',

Colorado
de

C5c.

Hlpoteca de Blenes Muebles,
Documento de Hlpoteca,
Documento flarnntlzado, extensa forma entera.
Certlficado do Matrlmonlo, 10c.
sheet.
Proof of Labor,
Lode Mining location,
Placer Mining Location,
Title Bond to Mining Property,
sheet.
Title Eond and Lease of Mining Prop
sheet.
erty,
Mining Deed,
sheet.
Mining Lease,
Coal Declaratory Statement,"
Coal Declaratory Statement with Powe
of Attorney and

Laws of New Mexico, 1899. 1301 and
1903; English and SpanlRh; pamphlet, $2.25; full leather,
Code ot Civil Proceedure, full leather
$1.00; paper bound, 75c.
Price Laws 1905, English and Spanish,
pamphlet, $2.75; full leather, $a.50
Sheriff's Flexible Cover pocket Docket,
single, $1.25; two or moro books,
$1 each.
Notary Record, $1.25 each. : s
Notary Seals Aluminum, pocket, $2.75
delivered. Desk, $3.25, delivered to
nearest express office,
A I
A MkTC fiNew Mexico Supreme Court Reports
f
Nos. 1 and 2, full leather, $6.50 a
volume; 3 to 11, inclusive, delivered
at Publisher's price, $3.30 each.
TO THE LAWS OF
CONFORMING
NEW MEXICO.
Compilation Corporation Laws, 7fic,
The New Mexican Printing Company Compilation Alining Laws, 50o.
has the largest facilities and runs! 240 Page J. P. Civil Docket, $2.75.
modern machinery for doing all kinds 210 Page J. P. Criminal Docket, $2.75.
320 Page J. P. Docket,
Civil,
of Printing and Binding In
Criminal, $4.00.
of Loose-lea- f
style. Manufacturers
Ledgers. Pamphlets and Book Work 480 Page hand made Journal, $5.75,
a specialty. Bent Book Bindery In the 480 Page
Ledger, $6.50,
Money's Digest, of New Mexico Re
Southwest
ports, full Rheep, $6.50 delivered.
Mining Blanks.
sheet
Gambling Table,
Amended Location Notice,
sheet
Application for License,
Agreement of Publisher,
Sheriff's Monthly Report
sbfit.-.
Justice of the Peace Blank.
School Blankii.
sheet
Appeal Bonds,
Oath of School Director, 14 sheet
Appeal Bonds, Criminal,
Certificate of Apportionment of 8chooi
Appetfrance Bond,
sheet
Funds,
Appearance Bond, on Conttnuanc
District Clerk's Annual Report,
.
sheet.
Bond for Appearance, District Court,
Enumeration Form,
sheet.
Justice Quarterly Report,
Teacher's Cert ificate,
shoet.
Bond for Deed,
Certificate of Appointment,
heot
Bond, General Form,
Contract for School Teacher,
Bond of Indemnity,
Certificate of Marriage, 75c per dossen. Teachers' Term Register, full sheet
Contract for Fuel,
Official Bond,
Teachers' Monthly Report, 14 sheet
Official Bond, Road Supervisor,
Olze of Blank.
Certificate of Election,
sheet
7x8
Inches.
sheet
Letters of Guardianship,
sheet, 8xl4 Inches.
sheet.
Guardian's Bond and Oath,
Full sheet, 14x17 tachea.
sheet
Letters of Administration,
Administrator's Bond and Oath,
Promissory Notes, 25- - per pad.
"Minor Law" Cards for Posting, 25c
sheet.
each.
sheet
Letters Testamentary,
Missouri Pleading Forms. $5.
sheet.
Declaration in Assumpsit,
Missouri Code Pleading, $6.
Declaration In Assumpsit on Note.
The two for $10.
sheet.
Adapted to New Meilco Code.
sheet
Satisfaction of Mortgage,
Probate Clerk and Recorder,
nheet.,
sheet.
Assignment of Mortgage,
sheet.
vlt,
Mortgage Deed without Insurance
Notice of
sheot
sheet
Clause,
Forfeiture, or Publishing Out Notice
sheet.
Options,
sheet
Notice of Protest,
Prices.
Notaries' Notice of Publication,
or
sheet.
sheets, each
$ .05
;On
Full sheet, each. ;.
sheet.
., .1
Warranty Deed,
sheets, per dozen
,2
sheet
j
Quit Claim Deed,
sheet.
.35
sheets, per dozen
Bargain and Sale Deed,
Full sheets, per dozen
.65
,
Deed of Trust, hill siheet.
sheet.
1.76
sheets, per hundred
Release ot Deed of Trust,
sheets, per hundred
Homestead Affidavit,
sheet
., 2.50
Full sheets, per hundred
Homestead Application,
sheet.
4,00
100 assorted blanks take the per
sheet.
Affidavit,
100 price.
Homestead Proof, full sheet
On an order of 600 blanks, customer'
No. 1 Homestead,
sheet.
business card will he printed under fll
Desert Land Entry,
sheet
Ing without extra cost.
Affidavit Reaulred of Claimant,
Notice to Assessor by Probate Clerk,
sheet '
if you cannot afford to pay for a
Lesev sheet.
dally paper, subscribe for the Weekly
sheet New Mexican Review and get the
Laue ot Personal Property,
Chattel Mortgage,
cream of the week's doings. It Is a
Warrant to Appraisers, full sheet
good paper to send to your friends.
sheet.
Acknowledgment,
sheet
The New Mexican Printing Company
Mortgage Deed,
Is prepared to do the best ot brief
Power of Attorney,
sheet
work In. short order and at very reasBond to Keep the Peace,
sheet
onable rates. Lawyers, who desire to
sheet
Complaint, Criminal,
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Com- have their briefs printed rapidly and
sheet
correctly and to present them to the
plaint,
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Sum- Supreme Court now In session here
on time, should call on the New Mexsheet
mons,
ican Printing Company and leave their
sheet.
Replevin Bond,
Execution
ForclWe Entry and DeThe New MeSn Bindery Is
tainer, sheet.
Mexican Review tad get tne
Replevin Writ, 14 sheet
by sending In a numblr of orders,
Replevin Affidavit,

DI
DLilirVJ

1856.

Sirbpoe.--

Miss Emily A. Walter, money order
and registry clerk at the local pott
office, returned this noon from Win
sor's on the upper Pecos, where she
spent a two weeks' vacation.
Mrs. Frank J. Easley, wife of the
division superintendent of the Santa
Fe Railway system, at 'Newton, Kansas, Is on a visit to Albuquerque
friends. Mr. Easley was formerly superintendent of the Rio Grande and
in
Las Vegas divisions of the road
this Territory.
Antonio Salazar, of Torrance county,
who owns sheep near Pinos Wells and
also is in business at Estancia, spent
today in this city on a visit to his
mother-in-law- ,
S. de
Airs. Petrita
Lueras, of Pinos Wells. Mrs. Lueras
is domiciled at the house of Bengino
Ortego on the south side and is seriIndeed, she may not reously 111.
cover.
Frank P. Chaves, attorney at Tierra
Amarllla, and Onesimo Martinez, a
farmer near that town were In Santa
Fe yesterday giving testimony In the
partition suit of the Plaza Colorado
liand Grant in Rio Arriba County be
fore Referee E. H. Johnston. This
case has been In court for a long
time and much testimony has been
taken. Messrs, Chaves and Martinez
returned home this forenoon.
Dr. George W. Harrison, one of the
best known citizens of Albuquerque,
arrived at noon today from the south
and returned home this evening on No.
1.
At Lamy, he met Delegate W. H.
Andrews and accompanied him to Albuquerque where this evening the
Commercial Club will tender a reception to the Delegate. The Delegate
will be met at the Albuquerque depot
by a large reception committee consisting of members of the commercial
club and leading citizens. He will be
escorted to the commercial club where
a reception will be held. Addresses
will be made and a smoker will ensue.
The arrangements are of a very liberal
kind and the reception to the Delegate will be a most cordial one.

Uf
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Established

Our Goods Have the Call this Summer

Bheet,

Capias Complaint,
sheflt
Search Warrant
Stock Blanks.
Bill of Sale, Animals Bearing Vendor's
In Books
Recorded Brand,
25 Blanks, 40c per Book.
BUI of Sale, Animals not Bearing Vensheet.
dor's Recorded Brand,
Bill of Sale, Range Delivery,
Authority to Gather, Drive id Handle
Animals Bearing Owner's Recorded
sheet.
Brand,
Authority to Gather, Drive and Handle
Animals not Bearing Owner's Resheet.
corded Brand,
Certificate of Brand,
sbeet
Special Ruling Work our Specialty.
Our Blank Books speak for them
selves.
Spanish Blanks.
Auto de Arresto,
Auto de Prison,
pliego.
Declaracion Jurada,
pllego.
Fianza Oflcial,
pllego,
Fianza Oflcial y Juramento
pllego.
Fianza para Guardar la Paz,
Contrato de Po tldo,
Escrltura de Renuncla, Mi sheet..
Documento Garantizado,
Formula de Enumeraclon,
pllego.
Contrato Entres los Dlreclores y

George D.

made shoe, that would eost mure
money at most stores, per pair:

,i

Seligman Bros. Co

Township Plats,
sheet,
Sheep Contract,
sheet.
Agreement,
Application for License, Retail Liquor
Dealers,
Application for License," flames an
aheet.-Butcher's Bond,
Attachment Writ,
sheet
Attachment Summons as Garnishee,

A

of
Nell Burton of Pagosa Springs, Colo ger
ffaai your health arj
icines! Your safety"
secured ityoUWt a k e Lax-ets- .
Jn
rado, was In the city today on r sight always
show it to your famformula Is on every box
metal
seeing trip and visited various points ily physician. Lax-et- s are put up In a nat
case In handy tablet form one tablet taken beot inlei't'st here.
fore meals or on retiring always brings relief.
take the most potent yet gentle of
Richard Warren of El Paso, Texas, Pleasing to sgenuine help ot Nllire
remedieKe
an official of the El Paso and South- all
bowel lHxatlve which oures constipation.
western railroad, was a business vis oommended and lor sale oy
FISCHER DRUG CO.
itor today in Santa Fe.

HOW?

sheet

sheet.
Attachment Affidavit,
Attachment Bond, 14 sheet,
General Blanks.

oate organs ot
xAintd all the dan

iwertuf?awl

WEDNESDAY, JULY tf, 1006.

sheet

Committment,

If you do not hare free, easy tot regular
ana
movements of the bowel you laok the primemore
first essential of good health. There's
slugharm done than mere uneomfortableness,
food
gishness and billousA nesa retention of wastes in tne Doweis
iiuw.,ini-ih circulatory ays- You make.
poisons.
aoavenger msteaa
tem the blood a.
purest me ana un- of a fountain or
Tne ins 01 cuu
tainted vitality.
not trifling out
atmatton are
are traugni
i
always
nearly
significance,
with vitaii
In
relief t.hft
Seeli your
Annan..

VZ.;

pet. It. Inn.

.rl-

Sure Pleasant to Take
Tried and True, Genuine,
Nature's Remedy.

Mrs. James Kurn, wife of the diI
Nature
vision superintendent of the Santa Fe gentle,
natural
to
Be
sure
not
Railway at Las Vegas, Is in Albuquer.... ...
V
Hall.
r'h
que on a visit.

"Shoe-dom.-

produced
Ye, and we're going

REGISTERED

Gentle,

firm.

BEST

Peace Proceedings, Complaint,
sheet
Warrant,,

Right
Bowel Laxative

Elfego Boca and family of Socorro,
tire visiting friends in Albuquerque.
Mrs. T, C. Gilbert, of Las Vegaa,
was in the elty today en route to Ojo
Callente Springs.
G. L. Beebe, or uenver, is in the
elty for a few days in the interest
of Collier's Magazine.
It. W. Bullock, a tourist from Denver, is spending a few days in Santa
Fe viewing the sights.
who
F. C. Perry, of Albuquerque
travels out of that city for a wholesale
firm is In the city on business for his

Your Feet!

sAkta te, k.m.

litre's Just tht

MCMTIHM

ICMilMZ''

We're After You, Sir !

We Want

&Akia i'il iiuV Mexican,

RASPBERRIES

(

Now at their best. Will also have California Strawberries and Blackberries
every Thursday.

POULTRY

WEDNESDAYS

U.S. PUNE
Phone 26.

fir

FRIDAYS

&

COMPANY

Leading urocers.

Phone 26

CUT PRICES!
CUT PRICES,
We have a quantity

of first class
furniture, stoves and ranges that we
are going to close out In the next
thirty days at great bargains. Now Is
the time to fit up your house when
von can cel. ttlA hanl crnrula uf tha Inn.
Abt

j

nflrtuB

W.t

n.

Ill

house from kitchen to garret.
Yon
can pay cash and get a discount or
we will give you all the time you want
on easy payments. Call In aud see
our goods.

D.

first-clas- s

hand-mad-

!

S. LOWITZKI,

Lower Ban Francisco

St, 8anu Ft.

CARL A. BISHOP AND COMPANY

General Insurance Agents
Bonds.

Surety

Burglary Insurance. Investment

Business-GRIFFI-

BLOCK. SANTA FE. N. AI.

;

CHARLES WAGNER

Fttffiitttfe Co.
306 to 308 San Francisco Street.

We are as far in

the

LEAD
'

as

TEDDY

--

UNDERTAKING AND EMBALMING.

in representing

Charles Wsgser, Licenced Embalraer.

the

PEOPLE

RIght-of-Wa-

--

--

Hew Hlexico EuiDioymeni Bureau

j

AND REALTY CO.

j

--

turn-Ne-

-

Morton C. Miller, Secretary and Manager.

Situations of all kinds Secured, Real

Estate Bought. Sold and Exchanged.
Money Lent on Approved Security.

RENTS COLLECTED AND TAXES PAID.

v

Bostness of

Non-Residen-

ts

Attended to.

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN:
A Nice 7 Room House.
--

Lot.

Good Location.

Fruit Trees.
10S

Palaea Avenue.

Large
Plenty of
Phene No. 1M.

WEDNESDAY,

JULY

16,

Probate Clerk at the court house; of 76 per cent. The precipitation
Miss Hazel Pool, age 19, of Santa Fe, was only a trace.
MINOR CITY
and Wesley O. Connor, age 31, of
Five sharpshooters of Company F,
Santa Fe,
of Santa Fe arrived in the city Sat
The following visitors have regis- urday evening and are now camplnw
C. C. Catron returned from El Paso
tered at the rooms of the Historical at the Troop A range near the San
evening.
yesterday
since Sunday: George J. la Fe hospital north of the city. They
Thomas Collier,- engineer of the Society
St. Paul; Mrs, R. E. Pellou, will spend several days at the range,
Diamond,
Santa Fe Railway Company, at Lamy
V. L. Gerardl, Trinidad; which Is far the best In the Territory,
Mrs.
El
Paso;
was In this city yesterday on a visit.
Mrs. L. A. C. Hearn, Lamy; John fe. practicing on the target for the pur'Mrs Arthur A Staab, ot Oklahoma Taylor, Kansas City.
pose of entering the competition for
the Governor's cup and of making the
City, Oklahoma, formerly a resident of
local
arrived
at
the
has
An
order
this city, Is reported seriously 111.
team for the national
Santa Fe depot for transportation for territorial
shoot at Sea Girt, New Jersey. Las
The teachers' Institute of Sandoval
A. to Austin; Texas.
EveryTroop
Vegas Optic.
county is In session at Bernalillo, the
thing is now In readiness so that all '
teachers are the
county seat. Twenty-fivSanta Fe is enjoying something of a
Is
do
to
to
liave
will
get
troop
attending the institute,
on the train and leave when the time building boom. There Is evidence of
W. E. Dudley, member of the New arrives. Las
this on every hand. Modern residences
Vegas Optic.
Mexican Mounted Police, has gone to
and business blocks are in course ot
Company I, of the Twenty-nintconstruction or in project in ail parts
Thoreau and Kettner, In the western
of the city, which 1b a never falling
part of the Territory on official busi- Regulars, fifty strong, passed through
,
Pres-cotton their way to Cheyenne from
indication of the healthy growth and
ness,
Arizona. They will be present at prosperity of a community. PracticalWilliam Barte, the baker, who forthe big camp of instruction In Wyom- ly all of the buildings now going up
merly lived in Santa Fe, but is now
a resident of El Paso, is in the city ing. The detachment was in charge of are of brick and they will add greatly
for a few days shaking hands with ac- Captain Kennlson. Las Vegas Optic. to the appearance of the Capital City.
The Elks' theatre Is only one of a
Trains Nos. 1 and 7 on the Santa Fe
quaintances,
number of modern structures soon to
sever
were
delayed
Nathan Barth who Is a sheep grower Railway yesterday
be erected In the business district of
al
a
hours
on
the
wreck
by
freight
In the Znnl mountains, has recently
on which it
Santa Fe.
Sanwild 30,000 pounds of wool to an Albu- Glorteta grade. The delay on the
will stand is now being cleared and
ta Fe railway, west bound trains, on
the actual work of construction will
querque wool dealer. The price has
Monday, was caused by the derailing
not been made public.
of one of the monster engines of the begin Bhortly.
Next Sunday the Santa Fe Central road near Charleston, Kansas. It took
"Everything looks lovely down in
baseball team of this city wlil meet several hours to clear the track foi the valley and the people there are
much encouraged over the crop prosthe Mcintosh Browns, of Albuquerque, passengers.
at the Traction Park, In that city.
pects," was the gratifying information
Fair weather tonight and Thursday imparted to the New Mexican
Tickets will be 15 cents each.
this
pxeent local thnndw showers in the morning by J. P. Lyng who returned
One of tne heaviest rainstorms for Bouthenst
Is
the
portion tonight
to this city last evening from a trip
fell yesterday afternoon In and diction today of the local weather
to Estancia on official business for the
uround Albuquerque. It was accom man, The temperature at 0 o'clock
Santa Fe Central railway.
of
flashes
vivid
lightning this morning was 55 degrees. The
panied by
"There has been lots of rain in the
and the ominous rumbling of thun maximum temperature yesterday was
so far this month," continued
valley
der.
73 degrees at 3 p. m.; and the miniMr. Lyng when pressed for a brief inThe following have been Issued a mum temperature was 64 degrees terview as to the
general conditions
marriage license by Marcus Castillo, with a relative humidity yesterday around Estancia. "It has been raining
all through that section nearly every
day for the past three weeks. Sheep
You cannot possibly enjoy good hclth
are thrifty and the ranges are in fine
when the liver is inactive and the bowels
condition. Considerable wool is being
held in storage all along the line waitconstipated. You must keep the liver
active. You must have daily action of
ing for higher prices."
the bowels. Ask vour doctor if this is not true. Ask him at the same time if
Santa Fe business men are interhe knows a better laxative than Ayer'S Pills. All vegetable,
esting themselves In a street fair and
C. AyrCoM
no fteerati ! W Dubllth
w
J.
Dose, only one pill, at bedtime
Lowell. Matt,
the form u I'll of all onr lnedioinea
carnival which in all probability will
be held either the last week In August or the first week in September.
While no definite arrangements have
as yet been made in regard to the
affair it is almost a foregone conclusion that it will take place during
the early fall. The merchants who
are taking the initiative in the matter do not intend engaging a regular
carnival troupe, preferring to keep
the money in circulation here instead
of having it "toted" off. It Is proposed to have gaily decorated booths
erected along the four sides of the
Plaza and all of the stores are expected to have an exhibit. Just what
the way of
will be provided In
amusements will be determined later
when it Is known positively that the
street fair and carnival will be held
and the "dates are fixed.

TOPICS!
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GREAT CUT
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INFANT CHILD OF PROF.
E. J. VERT DIED SUDDENLY.

10
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Little Heler-- . M. Vert, infant daughter of Professor Edmund J. Vert,
president of the New Mexico Normal
University, died of cholera Infantum
Sunday night at the family home In
Las Vegas. The remains were laid to
rest Monday afternoon at. the Odd
Fellows' Cenntery in that city beside
the grave of her twin brother who
succumbed to the same disease ten
days previoiu At the time of her
brother's death the little girl was bebut a relapse
lieved to be
set in and ! was realized Saturday
that she couid not survive.
Mr, and Mrs. Vert are having more
than their share of misfortune lately.
In adfution to having lost both of
their twin babies by death within a
period of less than two weeks one of
their other children, severely injured
a foot a few days ago with a sickle
with which he was hacking grass
while barefooted.

10

See the Window for Prices.
SANTA FE HABERDASHRyI

EDWARD EHLE.

SEVERELY BITTEN
INSANE

The Main Road

ulation, a large percentage lose out.
The main road may be a little dusty
and not picturesque, but It's a sure
winner. You can't get lost, and there
is no danger of stepping off at the
end.

Savings Department.

AJiD TRUST COPAflY

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

DRY DOCK

I

OUR PI
Proprietor.
Fine Wines, Liquors and cigars
:

p

Sanl-toriu-

BY

MAN

IN

DEWEY
ANCHORS

IN

JAIL.

SANTA FE, N. M.

t

Kneipp Linen,
Mesh Underwear,
Every Garment
GUARANTEED AT

ft
firms'

Properties must be large and

OSXi

of established value.

lU

Car of Old Hickory Wagons have
DOLLARS arrived, and are now on sale. If you
SEVERAL
are in the market for a good wagon,
see the Old Hickory and get our
Ready for Invertment.
prices. We have also buggies, road
Land scrip bought and sold
wagons, steel and rubber tired runa- -

Raton, N

D. St. R.

.

M

we have added a tine line of Framed
Pictures, consisting of Carbonettes,

Pastels, Etchings, from the art store
These
goods are attractive aod offered at a
low price to Introduce them, it costs
you nothing to look at them and be
your own ludgo,
SUMMER SPECIALTIES.
We have a full line of Gold Medal
camp supplies, consisting of folding
cots, tables and chairs. These folding
supplies occupy no space and add
pleasure and comfort to your camp
life. Also, full line of tents and supplies. Call and see them
FRUIT JARS.
We have a large stock of Jar.s, nil
sizes and rubbers.

Santa Fe Branch.
101b.

of TJllman & Co., New York.
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The New Mexican Printing Company
la nrAnn rail tn fill nromDtlv and satis- Minimum temperature 54 degrees at!factorlly aU oraers for engraved visit- mJj,,JD" ' '
'.I Inst cards, marriage announcements,
mean temperature ,'for the 24
Inv tatlons and all work of that kind.
hours was 64 degrees.
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Trains stop at Kmbudo for 6 wet
where good meals are served.

4:f. .!...

At Antnnlio for Durango, Silverton
and Intermedlaie points.
At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and
Intermediate
point via the standard gauge line, via La Veta Pass or the
narrow gauge via Sallda, making the
entire trip in daylight and passing
through the FAMOUS ROYAL GORGH
also for all points on Creede branch.
8. K. HOOPER,
G. P. A., Denver, Colo

8AVE YOUR ICE
and consequently your money by purchasing a refrigerator that is built
scientifically and in the most modern
style. We can sell you the best one
on the market today and will guarantee it to give absolute satisfaction
or we'll take it off your hands.
You will obtain more refrigerator
Largest and best equipped Bindery
comfort in a SITKA REFRIGERATOR
In the Southwest
than from any other cold storage box.
Saves ice, saves money, saves worry,
saves health and saves work. Book! let for the
asking.

11'

'

TENTS
2) A
Ideas perfected, and

models made from
explanations. Machine, gun
and bicycle repairing. Also
new and second hand bicycles for sale and guaranteed.

ART PICTURES AND FRAMING

Santa Fe novelty Works
San Francisco Stteet

256

0,

We make a specialty of DEVELOPING, PRINT
INQ and ENLARGING. Mall Orders Given Promp
Attention. Send for Cataloged.

256.

nunmnu

leo

K, BARBER SHOP

Three

unuf ivn

se

g

T. W, ROBERTS'

M

Kodaks and Photo Supplies

First Class Barbers.

High Grade Shoe Shiner.
Largest & Best Tubs in City

HENRY KRICK
Lemp's St. Louis Beer

on

510 South Broadway

108 ANGELES. CALIF,

. . .

FLOUR, HAY,

and

Malls orders promptly attended to.
Montezuma Ave, Santa Fa, N. M.
Telephone No. 38

9,

ob uUi

ipsq

WHOLESALE

Sols Agent For

GRAIN, POTATOES,

RETAIL.
DEALERS IN

The only first class in city.
Second to none in Territory.
Four first class artists : : :
Electrical Baths
(1.50
.25
Other Baths
Parlors Located West Side Plan
W. H. KERR, Proprietor.

....

Mean relative humidity 76 per. cent
ComPrecipitation a trace
The New Mexican Printing
Lowest temperature during last night
of
a
hand
on
has
large
supply
pany
SI degrees.
tablets and scratch pads suitTemperature at 6:00 a. m. today, 55 writing
able for school children, lawyers, merdegrees.
chants and also for home use, which Fine
Rise, Reliable Horses, Slnglf
will be cleaned out at 10 cents a pound
ALL ABOARD!
ALL ABOARD!
Bules, Surreys, Haeka.
and cheaper It ordered In larger quanSunday, July 15th, 11 a. m .,D. & tities. These tablets are made from
R. O.. R .R . Elks excursion to Den- the odds and ends of the best paper Call up Thorn Ne.
when In need
ver; fare for the round trip 116.90. obtainable, and you are getting double
of Anythnlg In the Livery Line.
Tickets good returning until August your money's worth when buying.
Reasonahlf
Driven Furnlshea..
20th. Reduced rates to all points GIVE US A CALL AND EXAMINE
Mates.
THEM. eastern connections.

jTivi

Legal blanks ot every description,
Legal Blanks of eve'y description
and conforming to the laws ot New and conforming to the laws ot New
Mexico, are on band and for sale by Mexico are on hand and for sale by
tne New Mextoaa Printing Oompaay. the New Meztoan Printing Company.
.

Furniture

Department

6. SYSTEM

effective Dec ember

It

bouts, surreys, and platform spring
wagons. You need not send east, as
we will give you eastern prices with
freight added, See line before

To Our

Hugo Seaberg.

KERR'S
Parlors
Capital

'

73

Coal Lands.

Timber Lands.
Grazing Lands,
Colonization Lands,
Mining Properties.

-

Com-'pan- y

Maximum temperature,

properties:

SALT and sEEDs.

SODA WATER

BUREAU NOTES.
Letter heads, bill heads, note heads,
Forecast for New Mexico.
envelopes, ot all sizes printed and sold
Fair weather tonight and Thursday,
by the New Mexican Printing
except local thunder thowers In south
at low rates and In quantities to
east portion tonigbt.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
suit,
Yesterday the thermometer registered
a:uu a. m

Can make quick sales If price
Is satlsfacty of following

or Hair Cutting a Specialty. Three Firsttwo
single, $1.25:
Docket,
more books, $1 each; New Mexico SuClass Barters.
preme Court Reports, Nos. 3 to 10, in- East Side ot Plaza, South ot Postal
clusive, delivered at publisher's price,
Telegraph Office.
$3.30 each;
Compilation Corporation
Laws, 75c; Compilation Mining Laws,
BOUGHT to any
50c; Money's Digest of New Mexico
parts In the CounReports, full sheep, $6.50, delivered;
full list school blanks.
try; send ticket
In and get cash for It; tran
The New Mexican Printing Com- sactions guaranteed; association office.
pany is prepared to fill promptly and R08ENFIELD, 118 R. R. Ave., Albusatisfactorily all orders for engraved querque, N. M.
visiting cards, marriage announcements, Invitations and all work of that
kind. Prices as low as compatible
with good work. Call at the New
Mexican office and examine samples
and prises.
:

SAFETY.

9. WEATHER

WAWJED.

Mfc

Washington, July 18. The floating
dry dock Dewey, which went half way
around the world on its voyage to
the Philippines, is now anchored off
Rivera point, Olongapo naval station.
It Is in sixty-fivfeet of water so that
all vessels may reach it in safety.
U

OUR LEADER

LAND

BARGAINS.
MEXICAN
!
Herewith are noma bargains offered
by the New Mexican Printing Com
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN 8ANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
Any Flavor You Desire.
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
In
Water
will
Soda
We
deliver
New
of
any
1897,
Mexico,
sheep
Territory
bound $1; paper bound, 7Gc; Missouri .uantlty to any part ot the city.
Pleading forms, S5; Missouri Code
CITY BOTTLING WORKS,
Pleadings, S6; the two for $10; AdaptTelephone No. 38.
ed to New Mexico Code, Lews of New
Mexico, 1S99, 1901, and 1903, English
PLAZA BARBER SHOP
leather, $3; 1905 English and Spanish THE
for the round trip, $16.90, tickets good
WILLIAM B PARSCl.S. Prop.
and Spanish pamphlet. $2.25; full
Pamphlet, $2.75; full leather $3.50; Leading Tonsorlal Parlor In Santa "a
To have our
ranch the largest asset we harp in our business.
Two Porcelain Bath Tubs.
Pocket
Cover
Flexible
Sheriff's
NEW

e

OTTO RETSCH
WEST SIDE OF PLAZA :

undertaken
to unite
the Century Gun Club with the Las
Vegas organization has failed. Mem
hers of the two clubs could not reach
an amicable agreement over the respective properties of the clubs and
no jointure was effected.
s
A. H. Pope of the
Company of Boston, an expert organ
erector and tuner, is spending several
days in Las Vegas tuning and repairMr. Pope came to
ing pipe organs.
Las Vegas from Santa Fe where he
erected a big pipe organ In the Presbyterian Church.
The Las Vegas Gun Club is to be
reorganized. A meeting for this purpose was held last evening at 8
o'clock at the Dearth Undertaking eson
tablishment
Douglas ' Avenue,
where there was an election ot officers and other business of Importance transacted.
Las Vegas evangelical ministers
hove got the devil on the run at
least they have inaugurated a crusade
against local vice. The last of a
series of three sermons having to do
with the alleged
iniquities of the
community will be delivered 'next
Sunday evening by Rev. Norman Skinner of the Presbyterian Church, Rev.
H. H. Treat of the Baptist Church,
who will leave shortly to resume his
theological studies at a college in
Rochester, New York, preached a
forciblo sermon last Sunday on the
subject "How Better to Observe the
Sabbath in Las Vegas." The Las Vegas Y. M. C. A. which is now quartered in a handsome new home, is
aiding the preachers in their efforts
to raise the moral standards of the
Meadow City.
After residing for a year or more
in Las Vegas, where he was
employed
as a bartender, Robert Boykln has
gone back to Denver, which he left
about six years ngo as a fugitive from
justice. At the time he fell from
grace Boykln was a member of the
Denver police force, and had the reputation of being one of the handiest
men with a six shooter in all Colorado. Ho became involved in a quarrel oue night witli a negro deputy
sheriff whom he killed and for which
crime he was sentenced to serve ten
years In the penitentiary.
After having done time for fifteen months he
was pardoned through the influence of
the very friends whom in a daring
he later robgambling house hold-uber of K000. He fled after this last
offense and little was known of his
whereabouts until he turned up about
a year ago at Las Vegas. It is said
that he made no attempt to conceal
his Identity and he was never molested
while there. Boykin is now in Denver, employed as a collector and clerk
at the Campbell coal yard.
Considerable speculation Is heard as
to when the National Fraternal
will be established at the Hot
Springs near Las Vegas. It seems
that there has been some hitch in the
carrying out of the plans for converting the old Montezuma hotel Into the
largest health resort in the United
States in waging a relentless fight
against the Great White Plague.
Frederick H. Pierce, a prominent
business man ot Las Vegas, who is
well" known in Santa
Fe, had a talk
with some of the sanatorium officials
recently while in Chicago. He was informed that it would be only a question of a few more days before active
operations would begin. It is proposed
to commence first with the erection
of several hundred tents.
Some Las
Vegans do not take kindly to the
idea of having a consumptive hospit
al at the point from which the water
supply Is drawn for fear that it might
ue a detriment to the general health
of tne community.
However, most
of the citizens are waiting and anxi
ous to see the sanitarium started, be
lieving that It will be a good thing
in more ways than one.
A movement

.

Deputy Sheriff Enrique Sena, of
Las Vegas had hetter wear a chest
protector hereafter when called upon
to bathe lunatics. A few days ago
while "lathing .Max Donahue, a demented man from Pecos, Donahue sudr
denly jumped up and bit the officer
severely on the upper part of the
chest. Before Mr. Sena could release
himself from the grasp of the crazy
man a portion of his flesh was missing and he was also scratched in the
struggle. Donahue has been confined
In the county Jail for some time owing to the crowded condition of the
territorial insane asylum.

In fortune building stick to the main
road. Of the men who hunt for fortune by the shortcut, through spec-

UNITED STATES BA

MEADOW CITY ITEMS.

n

WE COUNT
YOUR GOOD WILL

customers say to their friends, "Every statement made by S. Spitz
can be relied upon" ia the very best recommendation

W8

can strive

for. Reliability is our watchword and every sale we make is closed
only after the purchase proves entirely satisfactory.

satisfaction to buy at a store like this.

It

is a great

Every article carries with

it our guarantee.

Jeweler, Dealer
SQDfaTT t Manufacturing
in Watches, Jewelry, Diamonds.

Daily

Papers

ALL PERIODICALS

Books and Stationery
FINE CIGARS AND CANDY
. .

JACOB WELTIY1ER .

.

1

STABLE

C2.CZSOII.

I

Hav Yet a Very Good Line of

LATEST

STYLE

LAWNS

And AU Other Summer Goods
and In order not to carry over for noxt senson they will tn sold from now
on at and below cent. Please call and loolt at them, no trouble to show
geods.

.

ADOLPH SELIGM AN.

'

SANTA
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ARIZONA

CHARLES W. DUDROW

lumber,

NEWS NOTES

Sash, and Doors

ALL KINDS OP BUILDING If ATSKJ1L

Wood Extra Dry, Cut to Fit Your Stov.
Delivered to Any
CERR1LL.OS
Part of the Citjr.s
nd HAGAN

Cord und Stov

COAL

TRANSFER a
Plianf

35

4

E?rrtU Mobl
Yi4 at Cetrilloe, M

We Haul

ITORAGB:

ranch Otttc aad

Santa Fe

M.

COAL s WOOD
R ii von ami Moiiero Screened Lump, per ton
Good f'onunercial Raton- Nut

fi.fiO
5.00

Screened Domestic Lump, Trir.iiM Smithing, Kindling, CI rale,
and Con1 Wood. All orders receive prompt and careful attention.

CAPITAL GOAL

Ave., Near A., T. A H. P. Depot.

OFP1K; Garfield

"Y"

AIR ID.

Thone

No. 85.

No. 49

SVluarte6d4 Jewelry Catalog

and save money on your purchases. Our guarantee of
high quality and correct style will cost you nothing.
CATALOG

IS FREE.

&

BROCK

WRITE FOR IT TODAY.

FEAGANS, Jewelers

CAL.

LOS ANGELES,

FOURTH & BROADWAY

PASO ROUTE

L
'0

ft

s

t

This handsome solid veatibuled train runs through to New Orleans, Shreveport and St Louis without change. Carries through
sleepers Los Angeles to Chicago asd intermediate points. Direct
ud Southeast.
connections made or all points North, Efl

TAKE

NEW
H
w.

FAST
TRAIN.

I

THE.
TRAIN

SCHEDULE
EQUIPMENT

Leaves El Paso at 6:50

p in.

Monutalu rime

For schedulos, rates and other information, call
R. W. CURTIS,
Southwestern Pasttnger A tent,

ft

IT

NEW
on or

si nan, rii.

. .

E. P.

K

T02NII,

(ten. Passenger Agent,
Dallas, Tens.

Traveling PaaaengeT Agent,
El Paso,

addrea,

Tera.

SPECIAL
n
H

A class of young ladles la the Presbyterian Sunday school at Tucson,
have lilt upon a unique method for
raising funds for the new church
which the congregation expects to be
able to erect within a short time. The
plan Is to make a blue and white autograph brick quilt. No autograph Is
placed on the quilt for less than ten
cents and there is no limit to the
amount that may be given. With
characteristic
generosity, most of
those who are so fortunate as to be
afforded the opportunity of having
their names on the quilt are responding handsomely.
Thomas C. Stahl for ten years connected with the creamery company at
Tompe, has gone to Spokane Kails,
where there is a lucrative position
awaiting him. Thomas Stahl is one
of the best fellows In the country,
says the Tempe Dally News. He has
a heart as big as all out of doors and
a generosity that many a man down
on his luck has reason to be thankful
for. lie was dead game any mark In
the road and a host of friends will regret his departure while wishing him
luck and prosperity wherever be
may go.
A contract has been closed whereby
the Russell Electric and Machine
Company will extend the electric power service to the foot of the Tucson
Mountains and install a thirty horse
power electric motor for the Concrete
Which will
Construction Company,
commence operations at once.
Commissioner Albert M. Sames, of
Douglas, has returned to his home
from Tombstone, where he went, to
represent D. J. Genardini In the suit
which Antonio Orfila of Tucson has
Mr. Sames Is being urged on
filed.
every hand to enter the race for the
Republican nomination for district attorney of Cochise County, and he will
have harder work escaping the nomination by far than he would have to
get It, Is the prediction of l.ho Douglas Dispatch.
The "harem veil" which Is the very
latest fad among women In the east
has reached Tucson. One Is being
worn this morning by a fair local auto- moblllst. The veil covers the lower
portion of the face, the top just passing over the tip of the nose and Is
tied behind. It effectually conceals
identity unless you are intimate with
the wearers eyes, which are of course
uncovered.
A certain
young man of Mesa
agreed to look after things at home
while his mother Is away and went
out to do the milking, but the old
cow did not appear to be pleased with
the prospect and undertook to show
her displeasure by walking around,
kicking over the milk pail, kicking him
over and misbehaving generally.
Phoenix people complain that the
ice men are cutting their supply In
two since the Mesa cantaloupe season
opened. The consumer has to pay for
25 pounds but only gets 12 pounds of
Ice. Considering the Inflamed condition of Phoenix thermometers at this
season of the year, the kick of the
consumer is eminently proper, ob
serves the Mesa Free Press.
The new owners of the Zellewager
copper and gold property, situated on
the south side of the Gila, twenty
miles east of Florence and four miles
west of Kelvin, have established
a
camp between the mine and the river
and now have several crews at work
In their mines. They have nice bodies
of. shipping ore in
sight in the lower
levels of the mine and will, probably,
commence shipping to the Humboldt
smelter soon.
Final preparations have been made
for tne drilling match to be held at
Lowell to determine the supremacy
between the
r
and
teams. The match Is
to be held on Sunday, July 22, at Lowell.
Charlie Prahl, of the firm ol
Prahl and Johnson, liquor merchants
at Lowell, la the principal promoter
of the match, and Lowell merchants
have guaranteed
$500
toward the
event. Both teams are willing to go
on the rock for this amount. Many
side bets will no doubt be registered,
as both teams have warm supporters
both in Bisbee and Lowell.
The
Mining and
Smelting Company has begun work
on the Champion mine, west of
This mine has produced thousands
of tons of ore from the grass roots
and is again sending its rich lead
ores to market.
A number of men
were put to work cleaning out the
old workings this week and within
a short time sinking will be commenced on the property.
Harry G. Oakes, an experienced city
directory man, announces that he wiil
Issue a new and complete directory
of Douglas.
He will commence the
work of compiling names at once with
a corps of assistants and expects to
issue the work within the next, four
or five weeks.
The First National Bank of Bisbee
has been designated as a repository
for government funds to the extent
of $50,000. This is tlhe fourth bank
to be made a repository for government funds in Arizona, the others being located In Phoenix, Prescott and
Tucson.
The Arizona Territorial Industrial
school presents the appearance
of
"something doing." Stone for the
new laundry is on the ground, the boy
inmates are hauling more material,
and the new building, with walls of
home manufactured brick will soon
be in full construction. A feature of
the new wash house and laundry Is
that all water that is suitable for tihe
purpose can be used to irrigate the
grounds.
A house belonging to Alice Modestl
Street
on Gila Street near Fourth
was destroyed by fire Sunday night,
and wiili It the household goods ol
Alfred Ramirez and family, who occu
pied It as a residence. There was no
one at home, and from all Indication
the fire was of Incendiary origin. The
Are department was on hand promptly, but effective work was Impossible
on account of the only available fire
plug being too far away.
A large force of men has been put
to work building the railroad track!
from Pilot Knob, a station eight miles
Ross-Mclvo-
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west of Yuma, to the Mexican Intake
of the Imperial canal. From a hill
at Pilot Knob stone will be quarried
and hauled by the railroad company
at the rate of 200 cars a day and

The ingredients of which S. S. S. is composed, and the method of combining and preparing them so that they gently aud pleasantly build up and
strengthen every part of the body, make it the ideal tonic for a disordered
condition of the system. Every one feels the need of a tonic sometimes,
The system seems to get "out of gear, " the appetite becomes fickle, the
energies are depressed, sleep is not restful or refreshing, and the entire body
has a nervous, worn-ou- t
feeling. .When the system is in this depleted,
condition it must be aided by a tonic, and S. S. S. is recognized everywhere as the standard. Being made entirely of roots, herbs and barks
selected for their gentle action as well as their invigorating effect on tin
system, it will not disagreeably affect any of the delicate members or tissues
tonics on the market which contain potash oi
as do most of the
some other harmful mineral ingredient. These derange the stomach and
digestion, unfavorably affect the bowels or otherwise damage the health.
S. S. S. tones up the stomach and digestion, improves the appetite, produces
feeling, and supplies
refreshing sleep, rids the body of that tired,
the healthy circulation
tone and vigor to the entire system. It
of the blood, acts more promptly and gives better and more lasting results
than any other tonic, and because of its vegetable purity is an absolutely
safe medicine for young or old. S. S. S. acts admirably in cases of dyspepsia, indigestion and other stomach troubles, and after using it that uncomfortable feeling of fullness, dizziness or drowsiness, after eating, are nc
longer felt. Not only is S. S. S. the greatest of all tonics but possesses purifying and Alterative properties, and if there is a taint in the blood it wil
promptly remove every trace and restore perfect health. In selecting youi
tonic for this year do not experiment but get S. S. S., the recoguized stand
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA,
ard.

The New Mexican aims to please
the heat element In the community. It
Is always bright and It Is
always clean.

.

There In more Catarrh In thli section to
ooiintry than all other diseases put together,
and until the last few yearn was supposed to
be incurable. For a great many years

doctors pronounced It a local disease and
iirexcrined local rerreriles, and by constantly
tailing to cure with local treatment, pro- noil need It Incurable. Science has proven
catarrh to he a constitutional disease and
therefore requires constitutional treatment
Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured bv P. .1.
Cheney A Co., Toledo, Ohio, in the only constitutional cure on the market, It Is taken
internally In doses from III drops to a
It acts directly on the Wood and '
mucous surfaces of the system. They offer:
one hundred dollars for any case 11 fails to
cure. Send for circulars and testimonials.
Address: F J.UHBNBT & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druifgists. V'C.
TnUe Hall's Family Pills for constipation

CATTLE RECEIPTS
IN KANSAS CITY
Principally Fed Natives and Western
Steers Little Grass Stuff on
Market.
Special to the New Mexican.
Stock Yarks, Kansas City, Mo., July
1G.
The liberal cattle recepits
lasi
week, 46,000 head, were made up principally of quarantine cattle, 19,000
head, fed natives and Westerns, the
proportion of grass stuff being comparatively small. The same conditions
rulo today as to the make up of the
11,000 head received, 4,500 quarantines, balance largely fed stuff. Grass
cattle are two to three weeks late this
season, but such an have been better
quality than usual at the opening ot
the season. Fed stuff held steady to
strong last week, and is strong today,
grass cattle 5 to 20 cents lower last,
week, but steady to strong today. The
supply today Is several thousand below expectations, and buyers have to
ride hard to fill their orders.
Some
of the Comer cattle, from Lamar, sold
at $5.40 today, not as good as their
The Lockart
shipment last week."
steers from Sugar City sold at $5.25
and $5.30 today, against $5.35 last
Monday. Stackers and feeders gained
10 to 15 cents last week, account
of
scarcity, and an increasing demand
each week, steady today, sales main--at $3.35 to $4.00. Veals closed last
week 50 to 75 cents higher, and have
put on another quarter today, several
cars of Panhandle veals at $5.75 to
$6.25 today. Cows sold lower, last
week, but are in strong demand today, Panhandle cows at $2.60 to $3.00,
New Mexico bulls $2.25 to $2.40.
Lambs and muttons have regained
about all of the loss suffered in the
recent break, and the market has a
strong tone, Supplies were small last
week after Monday, and run today Is
only 4,800 head, market strong. Arizona wethers, 100 pounds, sold at $0
today, and 65 pound Arizona spring
lambs brought $7.75, a quarter more
than they brought last Monday.
Top
spring lambs today $8.00, Utah grass
wethers, 85 pounds, the first of the
season, and not very good, sold last
week at $5.60, Texas muttons today
at $5.50, goats $3.25 to $3.60, and some
stuff to the country lately at $4.25 to
$4.75, but the proportion of this class
Is small, although there are a good
many orders held here for It, to be
filled when opportunity offers.
Stock Yarks, Kansas City, Mo., July
13. Some sales of Colorado and Western cattle here this week:
Comer and Cox, Lamar, Colo., 21
Dehorned steers, 1499, $5.70.
Comer and Cox, Lamar, Colo., 17
Horned steers, 1471, $5.70.
Col. Lockart, Rocky Ford, Colo., 140
Dehorned otters, 1193, $5.50.
Col. Lockart, Rocky Ford, Colo., 34
Horned steers, 1504, $540.
Col. Lockart, Rocky Ford, Colo., 89
Dehorned steers, 1178, $5.30,
H. W. Moore, Brush, Colo., 94 stackers, 625, $3.75
George H. Chessman, Silver City,
N. M., 71 bulls, 1043, $2.35.
George H. Chessman, Silver City,
N. M 18 Canner bulls, 1008, $1.85.

Sales of Western, Texas and Arizona sheep and lambs here this week:
Monday, July 9th, 1906.
Sdhrelner, Kerrvllle, Texas, 260
Wethers, 86, $5.40.
Kerrvllle, Texas, 828
Schreiner,
Goats, 90, $3.50.
Overstreet Kerrvllle, Tex., 965 wethers, 93, $3.60.
A. Turner, San Angelo Texas, 756
Wethers, 93, $5.30.
A. Turner, San Angelo, Texas, 451

Wethers

85, $5.15.

Beasley Bros., Flagstaff, Arizona,
1184 Lambs, 65, $7.60.
Beasley Bros., Flagstaff, Arizona.
605 Lambs, 56, $7.10.
'
Tuesday, July 10, 1906.
Campbell and Francis, Flagstaff,
Arizona, 1540 Yearlings, 87, $6.25.
C. H. Means Arizona, 1189 Wethers,
i

91. $6.00. ,

McKenzIe and T San Angelo, Tex.,
252 Stackers,

76, $4.25.

Wednesday, July 11, 1906.
Jansen and F Salinas, Utah, 1174

Wethers,

83, $5.60.

N. A. Cavin, Dryen Texas, 262 goats,
69, $3.25.

Thursday, July 12, 1906. ;
Campbell and Francis, Flagstaff,
Arizona, 231 Yearlings, 83, $6.25.
Campbell and Francis, Fragstaff,
Arizona, 6 Ewes, 78, $6.26.

ruu-dow-
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STANDARD TONIC

dumped from an enormous trestle to
be built across the gap. By this
method it Is hoped to turn the river
channel and then the stream can be
The
easily brought under control.
Southern Pacific has spent an enormous amount of money In its battle
with the Salton sea, and is preparing
to spend thousands of dollars more
in shutting off the sea's supply turning the Colorado River back to Its old
channel.
For the second time Tucson's post
don on the gambling question has
been sustained by an Arizona judge,
and it is asserted that there is no
longer any doubt that an Arizona city
can pass laws which effectually do
away with gambling. Judge Campbell
was first to hand down such a decision and at Tombstone a few days
ago Judge Doan also handed down a
decision sustaining the city of Tucson In Its stand against gambling
The case before Judge Doan was wider
In Its scope than the one before
Judge.
Campbell.

JULY

FOR RENT Three nicely furnished
rooms for light housekeeping. Good
location. M. C. Miller, Capitol Bldg.
HOUSES TO RENT.
Houses to rent, lease or for sale,
furnished or unfurnished, good loca?
Oons. Call on the reliable firm, Hughes
& Delgado. Office west side ot Plaza.

d
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BARGAINS IN ORCHARDS AND RANCHES

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

Palace.
George D. Stateson, Kansas City; A.
J. R. Teas-dalB. ecknagel, Washington;
St. Louis; W. S. Parrish, San
Luis; Mrs. T. C. Gilbert, Las Vegas.
Claire.
John S. Taylor, Kansas City;
Richard Warren, El Paso; A. M. Nye,
Mora; J. Fred Fletcher, Louisville; Albert Penny, Los Gatos, Cal.; Mr.
and Mrs. F. D. Marshall, Las Vegas;
G, E. Vawler, Denver.
Normandie.
George Frederickson, Las Vegas; F.
C. Perry, Albuquerque;
O. W. Bennett, Oolagob. I. T.; William Barte, El
Paso; G. L. Beebe, Denver; Mr. and
Mrs. P. N. Hanson, El RIto; Ricardo
Ollvas, Coyote; C. F, Maupln .Socorro; Adolfo Trujillo, wife and children,
Eucino; Mrs. E. H. Oestrich, Beaver
Cedar
Dam, Wis.; Seward Sheody,
Rapids, In.; Arthur Frlchard, Denver.
Coronado.
La my;
Thomas Collier,
James
Linen, Parcel!, I. T.
Old Chronic Sores,
As a dressing for old chronic sotes
there Is nothing so good as Chamberlain's Salve. While it Is not advisable to heal old sores entlrelyl they
should be kept In a good condition,
for which this salve Is especially valuable. For sore nipples Chamber-

lain's Salve has no superior.
by all druggists.

For sale

REAL ESTATE BARGAINS.
You can get some bargains In the
real estate Una right now by calling
on the reliable real estate dealors,
Hughes & Delgado Office west side
of Plaza.

Located in the Fruitful and Far Famei
Espanola Valley Thirty Miles
North of Santa Fe.
The following orchards and farm
properties in the famed and fruitful
Espanola Valley in southern Rio Arriba County in the Territory of New
Mexico, are for sale at a bargain.
There are satisfactory reasons for selling. The section Is one of the finest
fruit and agricultural, not only in New
The
Mexico, but in the southwest.
supply of water for irrigation purposes
Is ample and stable at all times. The
climate is of the best. For particulars
address R. C. Bonney, real estate and
insurance agent, Espanola, New Mexico. The properties are:
No. 1, 45 acres; 15 acres In alfalfa,
one acre bearing orchard; small house,
well, barn and corral; all fenced and
,
under irrigation; one niile from
two and a half miles to railroad
station; price $30 per acre.
No. 2. Full bearing orchard of 1,200
standard apple trees; six miles from
Hspanola; good house, barn, corral
and packing house; produced 2,900
boxes of apples last year; Irrigation
from Rio Grande; price $2,000.
No. 3. Seven acre orchard and marmile to town,
ket garden tract, one-harailroad, postofilce, school and church;
having telegood six room house,
phone; barn, corral, cellar and packing house; a highly profitable business
and a line home; produces annually
$700 to $900 In vegetables alone; price
lf

$2,250.
No. 4. For sale sheep ranch of 520
acres with good fences and Improve-

ments, has excellent wter, shelter,
hay land and controls several thousand acres of fine goat grazing land.
No better proposition for a paying
sheep ranch In New Mexico.
No. 5. Twenty acres, having about
ten acres of full bearing apples of
standard varieties, peaches and plums,
seven acres of gjpod alfalfa and three
acres garden land, good five room
adobe house, well built and finished,
good barn; the whole place almost entirely surrounded by a hedge ot
trees which serve as a protection
from the wind and add to the attractiveness of Ihe place; produced last
year over $1,200; price $2,250; one and
a. fourth miles east of
Espanola.
No. 6. The "Espanola Garden," one
half mile east of Espanola at $2,250.
This place is a full bearing apple or
;1 chard and market garden tract of sev
en acres: a six room house; telephone,
barn, cellar, packing house, corral and
wire fence and house for chickens. A
beautiful and convenient home and a
place to make good money, besides
apples this place has cherries, pears,
plums, quinces and large beds of asparagus, spinach and rhubarb. The
vegetable products alone of this place
New Mexican Printing Company, bring In annually $750 to $900. The
net receipts last year In vegetables
Dealers, SanU Fe, New Mexico.
and fi'ult were over S500. Terms cash.
REMEMBER!
That the Bon Ton Is the only eating ELKS' CONVENTION
AT DENVER.
house In the city of Santa Fe that
Amusement Program.
keeps open at night. The doors are
July 16th, Wild West Show.
never closed and you can got someJuly 17th, Elltch Gardens, Band Conthing to eat at any hour of the day or cert at City Park, Automobile rides
about the city.
night.
July 18th, Monster Band Parade of
The public Is showing Its apprecia all bands In attendance.
Band contlon of the attractive circulars sent test at Manhattan Beach.
out by the New Mexican Printing
July 19th, Elks parade and FireCompany, In regard to rubber stamps. works at City Park.
July 20th, Excursions to all MounNew Mexican advertisers get. trade tain Towns and Resorts.
Electrical display nightly, the finest
ever given in America.
THE BEAUTIFUL
In addition to above, entertainments
ESPANOLA VALLEY of various kinds dally and nightly to
which Invitations will be necessary.
Excursion train carrying Santa Fe
Finest Possible Conditions for Fruit
Lodge will leave via D. & R. G. R'y
of
Water.
Abundance
Raising
11 a. in. Fare
The Espanola Valley of the Rio Sunday, July 15th, at
going July 13, 14, 15 and 16. ReturnGrande beginning twenty miles north
date prior to August 20.
north ing, any
of Santa Fe and extending
car reservations can be seSleeping
miles to Embudo Is per- cured on
twenty-fivapplication to any D. & R. O.
haps the greatest Irrigated valley in agent.
a
has
No
other valley
New Mexico.
better climate, soil, variety of proTHE KITCHEN.
ducts or more abundant supply of
You could eat from the Bon Ton
In
this Hotel kitchen
water for irrigation. The soil
floor.
Cleanliness
valley is free from alkali, cold, stormy counts so much with all of us.
But the Bon Ton Hotel and Lunch
winters or excessively hot summers;
It Is shut In by high mountains and Counter management goeB much furas a fruit district the conditions are ther than cleanliness,
Our aim Is to serve our patrons with
almost perfect. Thousands of .acres
lie uncultivated and eighty per cent the best food possible dainty, yet subof the waters of the great Rio Grande stantial.
To see that they live and sleep in
roll by unused. Home seekers are
cheerful, airy rooms.
settling here rapidly and more are
To surround them by all that Is
welcomed to help make this beautiful
and refined.
pleasant
valley the best in the Rockies.
And they also have tor use the hand'
For further particulars In general, some
parlors, library, buffet and smokprices of bearing orchards, Improved ing room.
and unimproved lands, etc., address
The Bon Ton is Just like a great big
Roscoe C. Bonney, real estate and Im- happy home.
Yet all these luxuries and privileges
migration agent, Espanola, .New Mexico.
are at your service at minimum rates.
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'USTICE OF THE PEACE DOCKETS.
The New Mexican Printing Company
has prepared civil and criminal dockets especlallv for the use of justices
of the peace. They are especially
ruled, with printed headings, in elthe
Spanish or English, made of good record paper, strongly and durably bound
with leather back and covers and canvas, sides, have full index In front and
the fees of justices of the peace and
constables printed in full on the first
Inches.
page. The pages are
These books are made up In civil and
criminal docketB, separate of 82
pages each, or with both civil and
criminal bound In one book, 80 pages
civil and 320 pages criminal. To Introduce them they, are offered at the
following low prices:
Civil or criminal
i...$4.00
Combined civil and crimlnnal....$5.00
For 45 cents additional for a single
docket, or 55 cents additional for a
combination docket, they will be sent
by mall or prepaid express. Cash In
full must accompany order, State
ilalnly whether English or Spanish
printed beading Is wanted. Address
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING 00.

106

Santa Fe Central Rail'y
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Connecting at Santa Fe, N. M., with
the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad for
all points in Colorado, Utah, Idaho,
Montana, Washington, and the Great
Northwest.
Connecting at Torrauoe for all
points east and west with Golden State
Limited trains Noa. 43 and 44. Pullman berths reserved by wire.
For rates and Information address
S. B. OR1MSHAW,

General Passenger Agent, Santa F.
To and From' Roiwell.
Connection made with Automobile
Line at Torrance for Roswell dally.
Automobile leaves Torrance for Roswell at 4 a. m. and arrives at Roswell
at 12 noon, Automobile leaves Roswell for Torrance at t p, m, and arrives
at Torrance at 10 p. m. The fare between Santa Fe and Torrance Is $6.65
and between Torrance and Roswell
$10. Heserve seats on automobile by
J. W. STOCKARD,
wire.
Manager Automobile Line.
CAUGHT WITH A HOOK.
beauties
fine mess of speckled
were received at the Bon Ton from an
old time friend who Bent them to the
manager that they may be served to
the patrons of this popular place. Call
A

and get them now while they are
fresh. They have a cook that knows
how to fix them, and If you want a
real treat In the eating line, why Just
give them a call, and you will he
twice as glad.
The New Mexican Bindery Is turning out some of the most artistic
binding In the Southwest. It Is the
most completely equipped bindery In
the Rocky Mow tain States south of
is headquarters for legal blanks of all
kinds. The company makes a specialty
In handling land office blanks, necessary In homestead entries and in mineral applications. Prices low, especially in quantities. Circulars giving
full information furnish1 n application.
WHAT WE WILL DO.
Whenever you want an easy shave
As good as barbers ever gave,
Just call on us at our salon
At morn or eve or busy noon.
We'll curl and dress the hair with
grace,
We'll suit the contour of your face.
Our razor sharp and scissors keen,
Our shop Is neat and towels are clean,
And everything we think you'll find
To suit the taste and please the mind.
First class bath room, T. W. Robert's
O. K. Barber Shop, 247 Salmon Block,
San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N, M.

'

The New Mexican Printing Company
to furnish cards de vlslte
for ladies or gentlemen on short notice, in first class style at reasonable
prices, either engraved or printed. Call
on the New Mexican ' Printing Company and leave your orders.
is prepared

A POOR,

RUN DOWN

WOMAN.

Many a woman who Is weak and all
run down, would thank Dr. Laurltzen
from the bottom of her heart, If she
would only try Laurltzen's Health TaIt
ble Malt or Malt Tonic, because
would surely make a new woman of
her. For sale by,
H. 3. KAUNE & CO.
Phone 26.
S
CITY BOTTLING WORKS,
Legal Blanks of eve y desert n
and conforming to J;he laws of New
Mexico are on hand and for sale by
the New Mexican Printing Company.

BUM
Laxative Fruit Syrup

New Mexican advertising pays.

Cleanses the system

thoroughly and clears
sallow complexions of

.SSST.

'
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Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico.
of Santa Fe R'y
Located on Helen Cut-of- f
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Dwilela

down
Except for solitary bertlv-fa- r
the aisle Wlltoa bad the Pullmaa to
himself. In sheer loneliness b had
turned In early and lay staring at the
tars and flitting telegraph poles hour
after hour. His month of vacation at
the old home bad been a disappointment. The Texan ranch would be
good, he thought. His foreman would
be glad to see him, and so would bis
puppy, and yet, after all, there was no
one who really cared.
"Hang It," be murmured as he toss-Mback Into the net his coat which a
sudden slewing of the train had thrown
violently into his face. "Hang It, I
wonder why on earth Betty Allls bad
to take December, of all months, for a
pleasure trip west the one month out
of Ave years that might have given me
a chance to see her and know ber again.
I wond"
There was sudden darkness. Wlltoa
found himself groveling on the car
floor. There was the maddening sense
of the helplessness with which In a
nightmare one fights for breath and
pace. With fearful momentum, with
grinding, tearing and upheaving, the
car rolled halfway to Us side, seemed
to slide down and down, then, with a
violent shock, stood still. The ghastly
silence that succeeded was as appalling
as the uproar had been. Wilton lay
still for a moment, waiting for he
knew not what, Then he crawled to
bis feet, gathered his clothes from the
opposite section and rapidly dressed
himself.
"Wonder
what's
happened." he
thought breathlessly. "Gee, smell that
gas!" And lie started toward the rear
of the car.
As bis baud touched the stateroom
wall at the end of the aisle a girl's
voice rang through 'the car, "Porter,
porter, I wish you would come help me
out." Wlltou stopped. "Gad, she's cool,
anyhow," he thought as he listened for
the porter's response. None came. The
odor of gas was filling the car. lie

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M.,

leaped to the opposite window aud
kicked out a pane, letting In a flood of
cold air. Then as quickly as Its angle
would permit be dashed down the aisle
to the other berth.
"Let me help you, madam," he said.
"The porter bas deserted us."
"I seem to be In a sort of well, my
berth Is so tilted," answered the girl.
"If you could Just lend me a band."
In a moment a girlish form was
standing beside blm. "Are we killed?"
she asked, ber voice trembling a little
In spite of Its brave tone.
"Not yet," auswered Wilton, "but
we'd better get out at once. The gas
tanks are leaking."
Together they groped down the aisle
to And a brakeman forciug his way into the wreckage at the end of the car.
"Any one hurt In here?" he asked,
flashing bis lantern lu their faces. "The
porter didn't stop to see."
"All safe," answered Wilton. "What's
the trouble?"
"Open switch. Banged Into coal
chute. Engineer and fireman killed.
Lot of coach passengers hurt. You are
the only Pullmans. Better get out of
this." And he led the way up to the
steep embankment down which the
train bad plunged, then trotted off
down the track, leaving them alone beside the tangle of trucks and rails that
marked the path of the wreck.
Wilton picked up a forgotten lantern
and for the first time turned to look at
the girl whom he bad rescued. Then be
gave a great gasp of astonishment.
"Betty Allls! Where on earth!"
"Jack Wilton! Where- "The two stood silent In a hearty
band grasp. Suddenly Jack fell to
trembling, and for a moment a panic
seised blm.
"Betty Allls," be repeated, "to think
that some one that I knew and that I
knew was I this catastrophe and so
near death! It makes me It makes
me"
Here Betty broke the tension with a
trembling little lsugb that was none
the less merry.
"But we are both safe and sound, so
what's to worry us? Let's find out
Then
where we both came from and"
suddenly she became sober. "First
let's go see If we can be of any use

The "CI
Belen Town and
Improvement
Company
are owners of the

East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston vai
points East to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Faso and
Old Mexico.
1,000 business and residence lots, trio 25x140 fwt, laid

out with broad 80 and

70-fo- ot

street

with alleys 20 feet

wide, with beautiful lake and pnblio park and grand old
shade trees; public school house, coHting $16,000; church-

es; Commercial Club; a population of 1,500 people;
eral large mercantile establishments; the 3elen Patent

sev-

Roll-

er Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily; large winery; three
restaurants, etc., Belen is the largest shipping point
for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central New
ho-tel- s,

Mexico. Its importance as
great commercial
city in the near future cannot be estimated.
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The Belen Town and Improvement Company
toasilug before a brisk little Are that
Wilton bad kindled, while over In the
east low streamers of pink silhouetted
tbe dull outlines of a mining village.
"Shall we try to And shelter lu the
town?" asked Wilton.
"Oh, no," answered Betty. "Let's
wait here."
Wilton spread his hands roatentedly
to the flumes, while he stared so Intently at the girl opposite that her eyes
wavered. Yes, it was the same Betty
of five years before yet not the same
She of five years before had
Betty.
been a child of eighteen. The woman
of twenty-threbefore him was the
fulfillment of all the earlier promises
of loveliness. Wilton's heart beat more
quickly as be looked at the glowing
sweetness of ber face.
"Betty," he said abruptly, "Betty,
why have you never written me all
these years?"
Betty looked at blm quickly. This
firm, clear cut face was different from
the Jolly boy's features she had remembered, and there was a new, Impelling quality In his tones that she
rather liked.
"Because, Jack," she answered slow
ly, "because you never wrote me."
"Oh, but I did," he replied; "tliree
different times!"
"I never received the letters," she
said.
"You might have known that
Aunt Jane would take care of that"
Wlltou walked up and down restlessly half a dozen times and threw
some sticks on the fire before stopping
In front of the girl.
"And now," he
continued, "would you mind telling me
why you sent me away from you Ave
years ago?"
"That was not Aunt Jane's fault,
Jack," she said eagerly. "Indeed, you
must not blame her tor that She
could pursue her own methods, but
she never could Influence me In my
own purposes."
"Thank heaven for that!" Interrupted Jack grimly. "Yon sent me away,"
he prompted.
Betty lifted her head bravely. "I
sent you away," she said, "that you
might prove to we whether or not you
were a man. You were only a college
student then."
' Jack thrust his bands more deeply
Into his pockets. He was holding In
well, considering the flood tide within. The sunrise and firelight vied with
each other in lighting up tbe sweet mobility of her face. Yes, It was tbe snme
dear Betty.
"Aud now," he said, a little hoarsely,
"see bow useless It was, for you don't
know what the years have done for
me,' and you are five years grown
away."
Betty rose slowly and looked Into bis
Sbe looked at the
clear, dark eyes.
fine, firm mouth, tbe clean cut tanned
face, tbe straight, strong alertness of
She spoke slowly aud
his figure.
softly.
sbe said, "we did not write
. "Yes."
to each other, but," here sbe smiled a
little, "your face tells me all that t
want to know."
Jack took an eager step toward ber.
"And does It tell you that I have
loved you always, loyally, for the long
five years?"
s
Betty's voice trembled a little. "Ye.
Jack, It- "- But the rest of her reply
was lost in Jack's arms.
e
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The Alie In tbe Itlver.
It Is little short of astonishing to
see how little water Is required to float
the southern river steamers, a boat
loaded with perhaps a thousaud bales
of cotton slipping along contentedly
where a boy could wade across tbe
stream. Once, however, the Chattahoochee got too low for even her light
draft commerce, and at Gunboat
shoals a steamer grounded. As the
drinking water on board ueeded replenishing, a deck band was seut u shore
with a couple of water buckets. Just
at this moment a northern traveler approached the captalu of the boat, au&
asked bim how long be thought they
would have to stay there.
"Oh, only until that man gets hack
tvllh a bucket of water to pour into
the river," the captain replied. Presntly the deck hand returned, and tbe
stale water from the cooler was
emptied overboard. Instantly, to the
amazement of the traveler, tbe boat
began to move.
"Well, If that doesn't beat thunder!"
he gasped.
Tbe fact was that the boat, touching
the bottom, bad acted as a dam, and
there was soon backed up behind her
enough water to lift her over the shoal
and send her on down the stream.
Harper's Weekly.

town there." And she glanced beyond
Wilton, where flitting lanterns and a
confusion of voices marked the place
f real catastrophe. Together they hurried down the tracks, to find that all
that could be done was being done for
the sufferers and that now all that was
possible was to wait for the wrecking
train.
Wilton drew Betty away from the
crowd.
"We can't help," he said, "and you
are shivering with the cold. I'm going
back to get your coat and my traps
and yours. Then we will make a camp
here on the bank."
If you want anything on earth
A." few minutes later found them, a New Mexican "ad."
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CHUMS
By FANNIE UEASL1P LEA
Copyright,

1905,

by Homer

Sprague
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"The only feeling that ever lasts between a man and a woman Is friendship. Mako your friend your lover, you
lose him when the flirtation bas reached Its climax, and the artistic ending
Is a final separation. Make your friend
our husband, you are bound to blm by
a rope of fading Illusions and Inevitable discord when 'Life has changed to
doggerel, what love began, a tender
rhyme.' Keep your friend your friend
no more, no less he Is yours forever."
Thus said Donald Randolph, twenty-fou- r
and didactic, to Helen Ward, nineteen and afflicted with world sorrow of
ber years.
On these tenets was their friendship
established, and though In treacherous
moments, months apart, It sometimes
occurred to Helen to wonder how Donald's voice, unusually rhythmic of cadence, might sound In pronouncing
words Intentionally emotional, she always dismissed the thought as maudlin.
They had been friends "chums,"
they called it In their warmer moments
for four years, when Lilla Gardner's
wedding, with its demands for best
man and maid of honor service, confronted them.
"If only Lllla bad asked some other
girl or Martin had asked some other
man," said Helen uncomfortably, "I
shouldn't In the least mind being maid
of honor to Lance Folsom's best man,
or Tom or even Dan Harris but with
you It's different. One has to flirt with
tbe best man. It's part of the ceremony." Sbe glanced across tbe moonlit
space between them. "We're friends,
and I won't flirt with you.''
"Of course not," said Randolph with
unnecessary firmness. "Are you going
up tomorrow?"
"Evening train," she respouded
briefly.

"No need for me to wait over, Is
there?" he Inquired. "I thought of going in the morning."
"How absurd," protested Helen.
"Why should you wait? I'd much
rather you didn't. It would look so
significant."
"Very well, see you tomorrow then,"
be said, and left ber with a handshake,
cool and friendly.
Sbe did not see bim till 8 o'clock the
next night, when, after a late train
and a later dinner, sbe descended to
tbe library In search of tbe other members of the bridal party. In a nook by
an open window she found Lllla and
Martin absorbed in certain arrangements for their departure tbe next day.
With tbem was Randolph, and Helen
fell at once Into the discussion of evading the rice and old shoes by means of
tbe side door and a hired vehicle.
r,
Once the question was settled,
the conversation languished, and
at the interception of a third telepathic
communication between the lovers
Helen sprang up lu desperation.
"It's toe warm In here." she complained. "Let's go find the others,
Donald."
"They went out there somewhere,"
Lllla suggested cordially.
"I dare say we ran find them," said
Helen with a smile.
She stepped through the window on to
the wide porch and Randolph followed
without delay.
"Now this Is what I object to," she
broke out, turning when they were out
of hearing of the two Inside, "one
doesn't want an enforced
Do you know where the others are?"
"Dancing lu the schoolroom," said
Randolph, wltbout Interest.
"Dancing," cried Helen. "That settles
It. I simply cannot dance tonight. I'm
tired to death, it's a good thing we're
chums and don't have to talk, 'isn't It?
I know I'm not at all Interesting tonight." She eat down In a hammock
wung behind her and motioned to a
big wicker chair. "Smoke If you like
and don't bother to talk unless you
want to."
Randolph produced a stubby pipe
from his coat pocket. When he had
puffed a few moments In silence be
crossed his legs and clasped bis hands
behind hl head.
"You make a man adorably comfortable, Helen," be said slowly, then added more decisively: "You're the finest
ifldof a chum."
bow-eve-

tete-a-tet-

v

"Always a chum always," she answered, with a queer difference of intonation In the repetition that Randolph Interpreted as a warning.
"Martin got bis passes today for the
Frisco trip," be said hastily, In a businesslike tone.
"Did he? Then they go direct?"
"Not quite. Lllla wants to see Salt
Lake City, and Martin knows a fellow
who bas a ranch In Colorado. They're
going there for a week or ten days.
Jove, that's a trip!"
"Isn't It? But I think the coming
back will be almost as good. Have you
seen the house? In town, you know,
on Bollver street. I went over it this
week with Lllla. It's almost perfect
Not too large, and yet large enough.
room
A dear little reception
In Flemish oak and tapestry paper;
drawing room in dull light green. But
the library! I think I could Improve on
tbe library." Sbe clasped both hands
about one knee and stopped swinging.
"What's it like?" asked Randolph,
with interest.
"Very good papering," said Helen
earnestly, "dark red and stained floor,
with some very good rugs, But the
bookcases!"
"Separate, I suppose?"
"Yes, and they ought to be low, along
the walls, all around in one wood, instead of which he has one mahogany,
one cherry. You can Imagine the disjointed effect. Then, Instead Of .a big
leather chair at the fireplace, there is a
rocker." She broke off with a little
sigh. "I can imagine bow that library
would look on a winter evening, wltb
a wood fire and the light coming
through those leaded window panes and
tbe cbalr piled with cushions and the
books one likes best to read"
"Lllla has red hair," said Randolph
thoughtfully, "and she wears pink
gowns. She'd jar on tbe color scheme."
"Ob, Donald, you are nice," sighed
Helen mirthfully. "You see what one
thinks so well, and that's my idea of
a friend," she concluded, with sudden
fervor.
"A library like that would fit a woman with dark hair," said Randolph, bis
eyes on .the dusky bead beside him
"a woman who wore a pale yellow
gown and had shadows In her eyes.
She would be sitting there in the big
cbalr with a book when a fellow came
home In the evening, and she wouldn't
talk to blm if he was tired, and she'd
let him smoke, and she'd play for
him- ""Would they have a piano in the library?" objected Helen nervously.
"A violin," said Randolph. "She'd
play Chopin for him, as you play It,
and Schumann"
"Dear me," Interrupted Helen lightly, "you're Infected by the sentimental
isn't It lucky we're
environments,
chums, so that I understand your mood
and don't repay It In kind';'
Sbe walked to the railing and stood
looking out across the shadowy lawn.
"What chums we've been, haven't
we?" There was a pathetic uote in her
voice. "We've never spoiled It by flirting. Do you remember what you used
to say 'Make your friend your lover
and you lose him?' We'll never do
that. 'Keep your friend your friend-- he
is yours forever.' It's true, quite
true, isn't it?"
Helen groped desperately for the
easy, commonplace tone he had taught
her lest In losing It she lose him too.
"I think we've proved your theory,
you and I friendship is the only thing
that lasts between a man and woman.
Ours has lasted, Will last"
"Will not last," said Randolph miserdrew her to
ably. "After thls"-- he
him and kissed her "I suppose I've
lost you for good and all new," he said
desperately, "but I love you. I couldn't
pretend any longer. I've got to care
more than a chum or not at all."
Helen leaned limply against bis
ahoulder In tbe peace that follows a
great strain.
"I thought you wanted to be friends,"
be said, with a pathetic little laugh,
"so I pretended too. And now we've
spoiled your theory, for It seems that
friendship doesn't last either."
"No, thank the Lord," said Raudolpb
fervently, "not for us."
ball-dlnin- g

The Mexican Central has recentl)
placed on sale tickets to New York and
return, going via the Mexican Central
to either Vera Cruz or Tamploo,
thence via the famous Ward Steam
ship Line to New York. The return
will be by rail over any line to El
Paso. The entire trip, covering thou
sands of miles, Havana, Cuba, and Its
famous Moro Castle, Newport, and a
dozen of the largest cities of the Unl-ted States, can be made for $122.50. A
mure delightful trip can not be
r
planned, as
privileges are
allowed and the tickets are good for
one year from the date of sale. The
trip Includes the City of Mexico, the
"Paris of America." Further information can be secured by addressing
A. Dulohery, Commercial Agent, El
Paso, Texas, or W. D. Murdock, As
slstant General Passenger Agent, City
of Meilco.
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TOtfSANCE

FAST PASSENGER AND FREIGHT SERVICE.
TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLIT

GATEWAY.

STEAMSHIP

TICffTS
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Special summer rates to Los Ange
les, San Francisco, and Pacific Coaa
points by way of the Santa Fe Cen
tral Railway, E. P. & S. W. Railway.
El Paso & Southern Pacific Railway.
For Information call on or address S.
B Orlmsbaw, general passenger agent,
if you want anything on
a New Mexican "ad."
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FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
MASONIC.

Montezuma Lodge No
1, A. P. & A. M.

Regu-

lar communication first
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at 7:30
H.

P. m.
V. STBPHEN3,

W. M.

ALAN R. McCORD, Cecy.

Santa Fo Chapter, No.
1,
R, A. M. Regular
convocation 2nd Monday of each mouth at
Masonic Hall at 7:80
p. m.

S. SPITZ, H. P.
ARTHUR SKLIQMAN, Secy.

AJt

Santa Fe Commandery No.
K T E8ulal' conclave
fourth Monday In each
1
V
month at Masonic Hall at
W.
30 p. m.
GRIFFIN, B. C.
W. tl. KENNHDY, Recorder.

iy j

Connections at Torrance, New Mexico, with El Paso & Southwestern
and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa Fa,
New Mexico, with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. At Santa Fe
with the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Route your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island
Pacific Railway, via
Torrance, New Mexico.
Your business respectfully solicited.
W. H. ANDREWS,
3. B. GRIMSHAW,
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pre, and Gen. Mgr.
FRANK OIBERT,
Ant Sec'y and Treas.
J. P. LYNG,
A. L. GRIMSHAW,
Trav. Freight and Pass. Agt,
City Freight and Pass, Agt.
General Offices, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
degree, Ancient and Accepted
Rite ol Scottish Free Masonry meets
on the third Saturday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening in
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Free Maaona are
cordially Invited to attend.
CHARLES FRANKLIN EASLEY, 32.
Venerable Maater.
PERCY FRANCIS KNIQHT, 14, Bee.
14 th

I. O. O. F.

Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, I O. O. P.,
meet every Thursday evening In Odd
Fellow' Hall, San Francisco street
Visiting brothers welcome.
MAX KALTER, N. U.
DAVID L. MILLER, Secy.
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS.
Santa Pe Lodge, No. 2, Knights of
Pythias. Regular meeting every first
and third Tuesday evenings at 8
o'clock, Castle Hall temporarily with
Odd Fellows, San Francisco street.
Visiting Knights given a cordial and
fraternal welcome.
PAUL A. P. WALTBR, O.
J. S. CANDELARIO, K. R. S.
R. II. BOWLER, Master ot Finance.

a

8.

P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodt,e, No. 4S0, B. P. O. .,
holds its regular session on the second
and fourth Wednesdays of each month.
Visiting brothers are invited and welPreemtlo.
Merely
NORMAN L. KINO, 1. B.
come.
"Now, Lester," said the old codger,
A. J. FISCHER, Secy.
addressing his callow nephew In an
admonitory tone, "it Is as proper that
FRATERNAL UNION.
you should pay the fiddler as It is to
liquidate any other debt, but it's a
ui Pe Lodge, No. 259, Fraternal
fine exhibition of extry width betwixt Union of America. Regular meeting
the eyes to inquire tbe fiddler's price first and third Mondays In each month
before the dance begius."-Pu- ck.
at 8 o'clock p. m Odd Fellows' Hall,
San Francisco street Visiting PratTJse your gifts faithfully and they ers welcome.
ball be enlarged. Practice what you
R. L. BACa, fraternal Master.
know and you shall attain to higher
DAVID GONZAL19. Secy.
ld.
kMwledge.-ArnoUlQOn O MONTOYA, Trees.
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Rtibbe? Stamps
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP

WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME. BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MOEE
now THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE
TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.
PRICE-LIS- T

li

Stamp, not over 1 inches long
Each additional line on same stamp,' lOe.
e
Stamp, over 2J and not over 3i inches long. .20o
Each additional line on same stamp, 15c
One-lin- e
Stanjp, over 3J and not over 5 inches long. . . .5c
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c.
'. . lo
e
Stamp, over 5 inches long, per inch
Each additional line, same price.
Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long way, 21c extra.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
inch in size, we charge
Where type used is over one-ha-lf
inch or fraction.
for one line for each one-haDATES, ETC.
Local Dater, any town and date for ten years
$1.00
S0c
I.edger Dater, month, day and year in
85g
Regular line Dater
Defiance or Model Band Dater
$1.50
Fac Simile Signatures, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut, 1.50
1.00
Pearl Check Protector
SELF INKING STAMP PADS.
Iji2f, 10c; 2x3, 15c; 213, 25c; 2x4J, 35c; 3Jx6i, 50c;
4x71, 7io.

One-lin- e

One-lin-

Ojie-lin-

lf

FOR TYPE SPECIMENS ADDRESS

fJEtf

EXiCAfJ PRlfJTlfJG CO.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO,
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SANTA FE KJSW MEXICAK, SANTA FE, N. M.
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BAIS,

GIOCES,

BUTqEftS!

CARTWRIGHT.DAVIS CO.
2S0 San Francisco Street,
Grocery Telephone No. 4. Meat Market Telephone No.

WOOL MOVING SLOWLY
INTERESTING REAEARTHQUAKE SHOCKS
SONS ADVANCED
SOCORRO AGAIN Joint Statehood Sentiment Strong In
For Socorro Seismic Disturbance!
Engineer Fayette A,
Jones.

By

No.

Reports

From Other Points
Volcano Near

Stock and
in Good Condition.

Eastern New Mexico

Active

Crops

JULY

WEDNESDAY,

18, 1906.

San Michael's College

Richard Warren, general passenger
agent of the El Paso and Southwestern railway with headquarters in El
Paso, spent the day here on railroad
business. Mr. Warren has Just returned from a visit to the sheep raising sections of the Territory and finds
that wool is moving slowly, wool growers holding out for higher prices.
Sheep and lambs are In first class
as crass and water abound
on the ranges.
The country tributary to his road
and to the Santa Fe Central railway
is settling up with very good classes
of immigrants. This is especially the
case In Quay, Torrance and Otero
Counties. Farmers this year are very
eshopeful of obtaining good crops
pecially of corn, kafflr corn, mllo
maize, aifalfa, oats and vegetables,
'ine recent rains in central eastern
New. Mexico have been of great value
to farmers and to stockmen.
Mr.
As to the statehood question
Warren finds that in the towns and
settlements along the Santa Fe central railway, the El Paso and Southwestern and the Rock Island, in New
Mexico, it is strong for joint statehood.
favorMany men who have heretofore
ed single statehood believing that
statehood, can be obtained under the
Hamilton law, have espoused the cause
and are working for it. He thinks
eastern New Mexico is sure to give
n Inn? A maiority for the proposition.
Mr Warren visits this city about
once a month and finds his visits here
both profitable and pleasant, ne
o .Wat. admirer of Santa Fe's magnlnnment, noto nnH exceedingly Inter
eating and beautiful scenery.

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Professor Fayette A. Jones, mining Special to the New Mexican.
engineer with office in Albuquerque,
Socorro, N. M., July 18. 3 p. m.
gave the following interesting views Last night was not a very quiet one
In for the
people of the Gem City as
Price reasonable. Of course on the recent seismic disturbances
best.
RED RASPBERRIES
Can't be that and Central Socorro County to the Albu- slight shocks were felt during the
We are now receiving reguular ship- ,.ot the cheapest.
querque Citizen yesterday. It is very hours of the night. They number an
ments of red raspberries.
They are best also,
probable that Professor Jones gives even dozen and were disagreeable,
BREAD.
CREAM
Strawbercoming in good condition.
reasons of the disturbances correctthe
and
loaf
cents
five
per
Cost only
although no damage whatever Is re
ries are done lor this year.
ly.
At 6:35 this morning quite
a difference.
such
WATERMELONS.
"While such disturbances are look- aported.
BISCUITS.
severe shock occurred. This was
UNEEDA
ed upon by many as preternatural, of
.Nice,
red, ripe, juicy melons are
short duration and did no damage
Have a box put in your next order.
now on sale every day. Price 214 cents
yet scientists know that such
cents.
but scared people, who had passed
five
Only
to
natural
are
ascribed
causes,
yer fo'ind.
a bad night, considerably, and made
JOCKEY CLUB.
created by the unfolding of immutCUBE CUT TOBACCO.
Jockey Club sardines have never able luws directing the destiny of our them more nervous.
Cube cut tobacco Is becoming quite been excelled for a small sardine.
At 10 o'clock this forenoon it was
Marclal that a repopular with pipe smokers. It does Either In plain oil or in tomato sauce. planet.
"Ever since the crust began to sol- reported from San
YEAR BEGINS SEPT. 3, 1906.
THE FORTY-EIGHT- H
not clog up like other kinds. We have 22 lk cents per can.
to the effect
reached
there
had
idify on this once molten sphere port
"Plaza."
the
new
in
a
brand,
added
active
PARROT.
become
PAUL
had
lately
that a volcano
BROTHER E. LEWIS President.
dynamical agencies have been continIt sells for 5 cents per sack. Qboid
Paul Parrot sardines are large and ually at work, and the present config- the vicinity of Alamogordo 150 miles
10
cents.
Cube
Cut
an? Continental
boneless packed in so called half sizt uration of the earth's surface is the southeast of Socorro. This could not
CAMERETTES.
tins. Per tin 40 cents. These tins effect of such causes, finished by the be confirmed. It was thought that if
These are little cigars, all Habana are twice ine size oi inn uiuiumj touch of
this were true the shocks and seismic
erosion,
in this
tobacco, packed 10 In a box, at 10c one,
valley would
"The phenomena at Socorro and in disturbances
Said to be the best thing
OTHER SARDINES.
per box.
Rio Grande valley cease as then there would be an outthe
immediate
We sell, but not for the "best" other then, is only a
f',r the n ney ever produced. Try a
physical differential In let for the gases that were evidently
box if you wish a short smoke of good lunnr!H nf imnorted sardines at from the evolution of world life.
the cause of the disturbances.
There is a dlf10 cents per can up.
The people In the main are cheerful
tobacco, and no paper.
to the obscure science ot
"Owing
VEGETABLES.
terence in the quality of the fish and seismology the exact nature of the and are bearing up bravely under bad
It Is not an easy matter to get a in the oil.
Socorro disturbance may not readily luck. The entire damage to properWHOLE BOILED HAM.
variety of fresh vegetables at this
be determined, But the most plaus' ty as far as ascertained is slight and
same
people ible and
The Underwoods, the
time, but we usually have a nice selecprobable cause of the trem will reach only a few hundred dol
tion. Xow getting wax beans, sugar who pack the deviled ham with the org and shakes is due to the read lars. Mayor Bursum, despite the
peas, beets, ripe tomatoes, hot house little red devils on tho can, alsq put Justmont of mountain mass in the uneasy feeling In town, is at work
ham
cucumbers, California lettuce, radish- up whole pieces of cold boiled
Mngdalena range of mountains.
daily putting the reservoir system In
Out In cans containing a pound and a halt
es, young onions, cabbage, etc.
"This readjustment may result in to good condition and increasing the
finest
of
the
quality profound faulting at the base of the water
of the center cut
mist machine keeps them fresh.
supply of the town materially
small selected hams. The price seems range or along the border of tlhe river Other
JINGER WAYFERS.
citizens are going
leading
L'needa Jinger Wayiers are packed high until you remember 1he large valley.
about their business and paying no
is
Here
nam.
In
and
the
Seal
waste
Inner
In
ordinary
type
in boxes of the
the old attention to the many wild reports and
"Again it Is known
are really wafers as the name indi- no bone, skin, gristle, or end piece. workings of the Torrance mine that nervous feelings existing among many
a large portion of the east side of people. These examples have a bene
cates and not common ginger snaps. Per can, 85 cents.
DENVER, PUEBLO AND COLORADO SPRINGS
POULTRY.
Socorro mountain rests upon a bed of flclal effect. No one has-- been "hurt THAW INJUNCTION CASE
Xow per box 10 cents.
AND ALL COLORADO POINTS
rinr ahlnments of fancy hens, and slippery clay. The fluvlatlle deposits
FRESH MEATS.
ADJOURNED UNTIL TOMORROW
seriously or slightly so far. At 8:35
nicely
very
are
and
the
up
In the bed of the Rio Grande
opening
We are receiving regular shipments broilers
a slight shock
o'clock this
counter or Phone clay stratum hertofore
alluded to, was felt and morning,
of the finest quality meats, beet, pork, See the fresh meat
Npw York. July 18. Justice McLean
ami Wert.
still slighter one at
a
Connection at Denver with ell line
would doubtless determine a line of
until tomorrow the hearing
mutton and veal. Quality guaranteed Xo. 49.
11 o'cock.
about
adjourned
Line.
Other
obtained
Low
a
least resistance, causing motion ot
Iniunction
Rat
of
and
a
ho
writ
Time as Quick
Little Too.
Rincon Shook
the adjacent mountain mass in the Rincon, N. M.,
counsel for Harry K.
the
by
18.
Rincon
was
yesterday
July
direction of the river valley.
somewhat shaken up by an earthquake Thaw to prevent District Attorney
FKANClSCO DELUADO
ex
"The effect of a slip of
HUGHES.
LETI
PULLMAN SLEEPERS, DINING CARS, TOURIST
before noon which caused con Jerome and the grand Jury from
of an inch in a mountain mass shortly
witnesses in the
further
HUGHES & DELGADO.
town.
over
For
siderable
amlnlng
all
damage
as large as the Magdalena range Is
CARS, AND CHAIR CARS, on all Through
murder case.
sufficient to throw down ihouses at or tunately no casualties resulted al
are
several
persons
reported
No Tiresome Delay at Any Station.
near the eplcentrum of such move- though
at
CASES OF
to nave had narrow escapes from In- TWENTY-SEVEWe b ave some choice property for the person with small capital and
ment.
o! property
list
our
show
us
Let
yon
the
for
rare bargains
ON ISTHMUS.
wealthy.
SMALLPOX
The large cook stove in the
"Usually the readjustment of strata jury.
Santa Fe N. M.
Office West Side of Plaza,
Por Itluetrate AAvertitw Matlet r Information AddreMt
takes place quite gradually and often station hotel was overturned and it
Washington, July 18. Eleven new
extends over a period of many years; was only by prompt work of the atS. K. HOOPER, C. P. and T. A., DENVER, COLORADO, ar
are re
the length of time depending direct- taches that a fire was averted. Pots cases of small pox at Colon
A. S. BARNEY, T. P. A., SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
toand other cooking utensils which were ported to the Washington office of the
ly on the amount of displacement
ward which the mass Is moving and on the stove were turned over and canal commission today by Governor
The total number of cases
their contents were scattered all ov- Magoon.
the velocity of the movement.
W, N. TOWNSENV.
No Americans
"As before stated, since our knowl er the floor. A large number of dish- now is twenty-seveJ. W. AKERS.
have the disease. So far there have
edge of earthquakes is quite meager, es were cracked.
No cases exist in
In several Instances walls of build been no deaths.
no person can foretell the time of a
visit or the period over which they ings were cracked and windows shat- the Isthmus outside of Colon.
The present tremors tered by the trembling of the earth.
may extend.
mav cover a period of a number of
Quake Threw Car Off Track.
LIVE WIRE KILLS ONE.
El Paso, Texas, July 18. A street
years and are liable to affect the en
tire Rio Grande valley. Dynamical car wnicn was just rounding a curve Accidental Connection at Indianapolis
agencies are now at work that almost when the earthquake was felt here
Fatal to Officer Score of
The old established line of goods formerly carried al
the track. This may have
girdle the north temperate zone, de- Jumped
Others Shocked.
We
various
our
parts
in
been only a coincidence but the pas
buy
stroying equilibrium
"Our Place" has been added to our stock.
that
within
crust
of the earth's
lying
absolute
sengers and car men are Inclined to
Indianapolis, Ind., July 18. A live
goods in government bond and can guarantee
belt, and no section therein contained attribute it to the trembler as the wire killed a
Side entrance
connection.
in
rooms
club
patrolman, Injured sev
purity. Elegant
can be said to be absolutely immune car was going slow at the time. The
eral other persons, burnt out many
to Coronado Hotel.
from seismic disturbances."
car came to a dead stop the minute
telephones, and started a fire today.
the connection was broken when It The man who was killed was Edward
&
TOWNSEND,
AKERS
left the rails.
ARCHBISHOP BLENK
Dolby. He was opening a GameweH
The Trust building also felt the box when he was shocked to death.
TO NEW ORLEANS shock
of the earthquake. Slight cracks Dolby and Patrolman Samuel Rarl-dein the plastering were 'noticed after
Late
approached the box to make their
Venerable Clergyman to Succeed
it occurred which the tenants declare
hourly call. Dolby thrust his key in
Placidus J. Chapelle of That
were caused by the quake. In a room the door of the box when suddenly
Diocese.
on the fifth floor a number of small
he was thrown back, falling to the
cracks were observed In the celling and
ground.
Pope Plus X recently made an ap- some of the
plastering fell to the
Rarlden ran to him with the excla
pointment in the Catholic
floor.
mation: "What's the matter?" Dolby
of New Orleans to fill the va All
In
Quiet
Socorro This Afternoon. with his dying breath replied: "Don't
cancy In the position caused by the Special to the New Mexican.
M
!
touch the box." Rariden ran some
Card
death of the late lamented Archbishop
Socorro, 4 p. m., July 18. Nothing distance away to a telephone and callthe
of
J.
Placidus
formerly
Chapelle,
the Nw Mamie.
has occurred this afternoon In the ed up the
police headquarters, report
archdiocese of Santa Fe. The Right
lino and people are be ing that Dolby was
badly shocked on
Rev. James H. Blenk, having been se earthquake
coming somewhat reconciled to the a charged box, and then ran back to
lected for the preferment.
situation.
where the patrolman was lying. He
Right Rev. James H. Blenk, bishop
No Volcano at Alamogordo.
then discovered that Dolby was dead.
of Porto Rico, who has been appointSpecial to the New Mexican.
The body was taken to the city
ed archbishop of New Orleans to fill
Alamogordo, July 18. Nothing Is morgue.
the vacancy created by the death of known here
U tfea P1m
of the outbreak of an
Archbishop Chappelle, Is a close active volcano In this
vicinity or up READY TO ERECT NEW
friend of Cardinal Gibbons, who Is and down
the El Paso & Southwestern
BANK BUILDING AT AZTEC,
over
the
elated
appointment. Railroad tracks. There Is
greatly
evidently
Archbishop Blenk is a man, all things no truth in the
report that such an
Bids for the erection and plumbing
considered, of remarkable personality, occurrence has taken
HnnfctuTW Of
place within a of the new building of the First Na
with superior intellect, great execu short distance
of this town. The tional
Bank at Aztec have been optive ability and other rare attainments.
earthquake shocks felt In Socorro dur- ened
AND
the directors of the bank. All
BLANK
His record in Porto Rico Is Insepar ing the
by
few
past
have bids were
days and
rejected. The bankers will
ably connected with the history of the not reached this section ortoday,
the vibra
island.
Hons of the earth's surface were so fake charge of the work and begin
at once, and expect to have the
i
New
Santa Pe, :
slight as to attract no attention. Ev
building completed by December.
is
serene
LADY CURZON OF
erythlng
and quiet here.
.
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BENDERS

Atercantile Stationery
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LEDGERS.

BOOKS

Sole Makers for New Mexico of the
Celebrated Frey Patent

Meiki.

KEDDLESTON

HO FOR
Good Road via

THE

SULPHUR SPIRNCS,
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M.
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301-30- 3

Opals and Turquois
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NEW HOTEL
FOR LAS VEGAS

Substantial
Steel Structure
Under
Contemplation By Capitalist
18.
of
Curzon
Lady
London, July
Health Seeker.
Keddleston, died today. She never
Illquite recovered from her serious
There ia talk of a steel structure
ness at Walmer Castle, Kent, In 1904. hotel being built at Las
Vegas. It ia
The recent hot weather brought on a said that a capitalist now In that
city
of
general debility. for the benefit of his health Is behind
pronounced attack
Espanola, N. M.,
Miss
Mary Leiter, the project. According to report, he
Lady Curzon was
daughter of the late Levi Z. Leiter, made an offer recenly for the premises at the southwest corner of Sixth
of Chicago.
Street and Douglas Avenue which
sold about a year ago for $20,000, and
NO INDICTMENTS FOR
TOBACCO TRUST OFFICIALS. Is considered one ot the most valuable
business properties in Las Vegas. A
saloon, barber shop and news stand,
Nashville, Tenn., July 18. The
MALETTE, MANAGER.
grand Jury which has been inves- all of which are but one story high
tigating the alleged tobacco trust con- now occupy the ground which the
cluded its work today without
capitalist Is reputed to have tried to
buy. Being In the heart of the city
any indictments.
You'll Have to Hurry!
there is no question but what it would
make an admirable site for a first
A lady Just from Mexico arrived In
class hotel.
OFFICIALJWATTERS,
Santa Fe yesterday with a beautiful
assortment of Mexican drawn work.
ARMY OFFICER KILLED
Notaries Public Appointed.
She needed money and we bought all
BY FALL FROM HORSE.
have
notaries
The
public
following
she had. Come quick and get the
Governor
Herbert
been
appointed by
first pick.
X. Hagerman:
Boise, Idaho, July 18. Captain Will-iaYates, of the Fourteenth Cavalry,
David A. Lawson, Albuquerque,
THE ORIGINAL
Bernalillo County; Charles Melini, Al who yesterday suffered a fractured
skull by being thrown from his horse
buquerque, Bernalillo County; Olaus
OLD i CURIO : STORE Gustav Myhre, Silver City, Grant at Boise barracks, died today.
County,
J. S. CANDELARIO, PROP.
If you cannot afford to pay for a.
San Francisco 8t.
The Legislative Manual for 1905 or dally paper, subscribe for the Weekly
Blue Book for New Mexico, historical New Mexican Review and get the
We Are Headquarters for the Best As- and official compendium of Value to cream of the week's
doings. It is a
sortment of
every business man and officer and of good paper to send to your friends.
CURI08 AND CHIMAYO AND NAVA-H- Interest to every citizen, 304 pages.
INDIAN BLANKET3.
Price 11.60. Address the New Mexican Printing Company, Santa Fe.
Legal Blanks of every description
and conforming to the laws of New
The public is showing Its apprecia- Mexico are on hand and for sale by
tion of the attractive circulars sent the New Mexican Printing Company.
Printing
Drawn Work, Baskets, Pottery and In- out by the New Mexican
We print the latest and best news.
Company, la regard to rubber stamps,
dian Curios In the United Staes,

ALL HOTEL ACCOMODATIONS
J. W.

DEAD

Daughter of Late Levi 2. Leiter, Vic
tim of General Debility and
Hot Weather.

BEST SPRINGS ON EARTH
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MARKET

REPORT.

FLAT

:

OPENING

:

BLANK

:

BOOK.

MONEY AND METALS.
Money on' call easy

22

per
cent.
Prime mercantile paper
Silver 65
St, Louis, Missouri, July 18 Spelter
steady 6.87
r
New York, July 18. Lead and
quiet, unchanged.
GRAIN, PORK LARD AND RIBS.
Chicago, July 18. Wheat July 77
Corn July
September 78
51
Oats July
September 61
37
Pork
September 34
July U9.00; September $17.45. Lard
July $8.95; September $9.05. Ribs July
$9.42
September $9.40$9.42

55

cop-pea-

8

WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, Missouri, July 18.

Wool

steady, unchanged.
STOCK MARKET.
New York, July 18. Closing Stocks
New York
Atchison 87 Pfd 99
Central 131; Penna. 125
So, Pac,
67
Pfd 94; AmalgaU, P. 143
Pfd
mated Copper 96; Steel 34
101

LIVE STOCK.
reKansas City, July
ceipts 8,000, steady to strong; native
steers $46.10; southern steers $35;
southern cows $2 3.50; native cows
and heifers $25.50; stackers and
feeders $2.754.50; bulls ,$2.404;
western fed steers $3.756.75;, western fed cows $2.504.60.
Sheep receipts 5,000, 10 cents lower;
muttons $56; lambs $5.757.60;
range wethers
$56.10; fed ewes
$4.505.60.
Chicago, July 18. Cattle receipts
19,000 steady to shade lower. Beeves
$4$6.25; Cows and Heifers $1.25
$5.25; Stockers and feeders $2,60$4;
Texans $4.255.25; Calves $4.75
$6.75; Sheep receipts 22,000 steady.
Lambs $4.76
Sheep $3.20$5.50;
18.-C- attle

$6.90,

Chamberlain's

i

A GOOD SQUARE MEAL.
Makes a man feel at peace .with
world. You can get It at the.
Bon Ton Hotfa! and Lunch Counter.

Colic, Cholera & Diarrhea Remedy
Almost every family ku need
of a refisble remedy for colic or
dunhsa at tome time during the

year.
This remedy is recommended
by delicti who have told it far
many yean and know id value.
It hu received thousands of
testimonials from grateful people.

It

hu

been prescribed by

phy-

sicians with the most satisfactory
results.
It hu often saved life before
medicine could have been tent for
et physician summoned.
It only costs a quarter.
Caa
you afford to risk so much for a

Itue)

BUY

JT NOW.

J.

M. DIAZ, M. D.

202 Water Street.

Telephone No. 30.

Office Honrs
1

to

S

:

p. m., except Wednesday

and Suuday.

PRIVATE HOSPITAL
First class accommodations (or
limited numher of patients.
New operating rooms completely
equipped with modern Instruments.' Faradlc, galvanic
and static electricity.
Radiographic work.
Violet Rays, Phototherapy;
Ozone Generator, Etc.
'

